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ABSTRACT
Research with human participants involves a complex combination of procedural
elements in order to establish internal, external and measurement validity. Examining the
accuracy of research equipment and methods that elicit similar behaviors as the general
public is difficult. This research used driving as a model to address elements in the
procedures that participants experience to elicit realistic behaviors.
An instrumented vehicle (IV) and driving simulator (SIM) measured experimental
behaviors for average approach speed (in the 20m before the legal stop line); lateral
distance from curb at 20m; lateral distance from curb at legal stop line (0m) and the
stopping location (distance before or after 0m); and, compared with measured general
driving public behaviors at stop-controlled intersections. The linear mixed effect analyses
combined two experiments. In both, surveys were administered to gather driver’s trait
anxiety, driving anxiety and social desirability scores. Experiment One drivers (36%
female) were grouped as Novice (5, 16-17 year olds who just obtained driving license),
Young (4, 16-17 year olds who obtained license over a year ago) and Adult (5, 30-55
year olds licensed near age 16). Experiment Two drivers (47 SIM, 44 IV; 35% female)
were College age (18-21 year olds licensed near age 16) and exposed to 1 of 16 different
combinations (one of those treatments matched Experiment One’s procedure) of
procedural changes for: researcher attire (casual or formal), researcher proximity (control
room, front or rear passenger seat), mode of instruction delivery (spoken, read or video)
and hypothesis statement (none or explicit). At the end of Experiment Two, participants’
understanding of the experiment was coded into three debriefing variables.
Absolute behavioral validity of the IV to public behavior was achieved in one
treatment (formal, front seat, spoken and no hypothesis) and including the debriefing
variables in the model; no SIM combination achieved this. Trait anxiety scores appeared
to explain behaviors in the IV or SIM and improved result interpretation as interactions
with other independent variables. For improved research methods, it is recommended that
coded debriefing variables, specific procedural elements, and trait anxiety scores be
included and used to explain interactions or differences in participant behaviors.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Experiments involving human participants often vary in the procedures that are
used. This is due to the variety of theories, tests and methods that the participants
experience. Currently, accepted practice is to establish a precise protocol and use it
consistently throughout the experiment. Specifically for research in the fields of
psychology and sociology, various texts and handbooks are available which suggest best
practices to ensure that studies are designed to perform to specific standards of rigidity
and repeatability. While these best practices may be quite simply adhered to throughout
the lifespan of one study, little attention has been given to quantitatively demonstrate the
effects of procedural differences or deviations between two similar studies. When
comparing two or more studies of similar design, reported behavior differences, or lack
thereof, may in some part be due to merely to differences between the study procedures
and methodological structures rather than true behavioral responses of the participants.
Without control of human behavioral differences attributed to procedural disparity
across similar studies, fundamental attribution error can occur in an experiment. That is,
the impact of situational factors is underestimated and dispositional factors are
overestimated for behavioral control (Sabini & Silver, 1983). Even though researchers
are often careful to maintain consistency within their own study’s procedures, literature
in the area of participant procedures does not generally recommend content or settings,
nor has there been any detailed discussion about the development of standardized
procedures in order to elicit lower variance in the experimental results across similar
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studies. Aspects of current validation practices are detracting from addressing validation
theory (Vissers et al., 2001). Validation theory, as it is used in scientific experimentation,
explains cause and effect (internal validity), measurement accuracy (measurement
validity), or generalizability of experiments (external validity). Not all subsets of those
validities are required for external validity or internal validity. For example, face validity
(subjective experiences and sensations of people in a driving simulator) of real world
studies does not ensure that the scientific method and level of experimental rigor is
achieved; thus, looking at the method (data collection and anticipation of confounds)
requires attention to improve power (Carsten et al., 2013).
As a result, the methods used in establishing face validity in transportation
research should be attended to in studies of this sub-discipline. The major factor is to
match between actual and ultimate criteria used in testing man-machine systems (McCoy,
1963). This shift in attention is occurring in healthcare. Their potential changes in policy
are considering the relevance of applicability to real-world settings and situations seeking
to learn more about external validity without sacrificing too much internal validity
(Mercer, DeVinney, Fine, Green, & Dougherty, 2007).
The research herein aims to explore the specific aspects of general human
behavioral research procedures that may affect how a participant responds during an
experiment. In order to tailor procedures to the participants, researchers must understand,
in addition to the theory being tested, how differences in participant settings, instruction
delivery, instruction content and debriefing procedures contribute to experimental
variability and how these procedures can be adjusted. This human behavioral research
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will enable investigators to develop procedures and pragmatic methodological processes
that improve the validity of experimental results.
In addition to procedural content, some individuals have personal characteristics
that influence their behavior around other people or in alternate settings. Some are more
inclined to avoid disapproval (social desirability response bias), and some have higher
general proneness to anxiety (trait anxiety). These characteristics can affect how a
participant might interact with researchers, respond to procedures, or even the
experimental setting in which they participate. The procedures used can also alter a
participant’s motivation or behavior. Participants have been shown to suspect deception
in experimental settings (Nicholson, 2011) and, unless properly informed of the
experimental purpose, the participant will set their own motivation, goals and objectives
in experiments.
For these two reasons, focus on experimental procedures should improve
elements of theoretical validation. Validation has been and continues to be a concern in
human behavioral research. The way people behave in an experiment affects all three of
those validities because validation depends on the hypothesis and methodology selected
to accurately operationalize the cause and effect or generalization to the population of
study. The dependence of validation on the experimental methodology is why this
exploration of participant procedures is critical and will better inform the design of future
human behavioral studies with similar outcomes.
For example, driving simulators and instrumented vehicles are research mediums
often used to test the same driving behaviors and habits in human participants, yet the
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variation in results noted across similar studies remains generally unexplained. It is likely
that these observed differences are attributed in part by disparity in methodological
elements within and between studies using simulators, instrumented vehicles, and/or
observing public driving behaviors.
Research Question
This work focuses on the procedural mechanisms which encourage participants to
exhibit behaviors in both virtual and real experimental settings that demonstrate realistic,
real-world driving performance as measured by non-experimental public driving
behaviors. Specifically, the following three aspects of participant procedural
manipulation will be explored:
1. What are the effects of using non-experimental driving behaviors to establish the
convergent validity of experimental driving behavior?
2. How are the effects of manipulating procedural settings, instruction delivery,
instruction content and debriefing affect the measurement accuracy of
experimental driving behavior?
3. How do individual differences in drivers affect the responses to procedural
manipulations?
An overview of the proposed relationships and interactions between the
dissertation concepts is displayed in Figure 1. The following literature review highlights
the role that validation, flowing from top-down, plays in behavioral experiments
(theoretical, applied and empirical). The proposed research was constructed and carried
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out through the framework of validation theory; the ability to validate an experiment
depends on the selection of the experimental hypothesis and method (flow is from left to
right in Figure 1). Next, sparsely applied personal characteristics (upper half of Figure 1)
known to affect human performance and capabilities in other research domains are
examined for use in this proposed research. Finally, the review highlights blank or blind
spots in participant procedures (lower half of Figure 1) based on current research
methods.
Significance of Work
Driving research results are often improperly generalized to real world risks. At
the present time, experimental results cannot be generalized to the public because the
measurements are often not related to non-experimental driving behaviors. This study
provides a method for improving measurement validity of driving behavior using
research vehicles and driving simulators which will inform future study design and
improve the accuracy of measurements and comparisons of driving risk in the real world.
This work also establishes content validity of experimental driving behavior in
comparison to public driving behavior. Moreover, this study fills in procedural gaps to
aid in understanding behavioral variation present in current studies. The impact of
deviations and variations in participant procedures has been under-theorized and thus it
remains critical to further understand explore this phenomenon in experimental settings.
Practically, this research will provide evidence for improving research methods, and will
therefore serve to improve the validity of experimental results when compared to non-
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experimental behaviors which is important when translating experimental findings to real
world risk.

Figure 1. Overview of the Dissertation Work Exploring Personality Traits and Procedural
Changes in Experiments
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CHAPTER TWO
COMPELLING ARGUMENT FOR ATTENTION
TO EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Validation & Experimentation in Transportation Research
Traffic safety research uses different tools to gather driver behavior information.
Virtual and real world tools include driving simulators, Augmented Reality (Moussa,
Radwan, & Hussain, 2012), Vehicle In The Loop (Karl, Rüger, & Färber, 2013),
instrumented research vehicles, and naturalistic driving studies (participant’s personal
vehicles are instrumented). Transportation safety issues are explored depending on the
theory or issue that needs analysis (Carsten et al., 2013). Controlled on-road studies using
a pre-set route reveal differences in driver behavior and performance (Carsten et al.,
2013). Those studies are best for research questions that use factors that are stable over
short periods of time (Carsten et al., 2013). Small, targeted and controlled studies collect
driving behavior and performance on the order of minutes or hours of observed driving
(Carsten et al., 2013). Empirical data from naturalistic driving studies results are
frequencies and distributions but not necessarily any theory to predict behaviors of
interest; thus, the use of a driving simulator and instrumented vehicle are necessary to test
theories. The benefits of using a driving simulator over an instrumented vehicle field test
are that driving simulators do not rely on weather for operation, provide safer operational
environments and allow for control over variables under study. The use of driving
simulators in transportation research is increasing.
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Each driving simulator is unique in its design and construction. A simulator can
range from a desktop computer, where the participant uses up and down arrows to control
the vehicle motion, to a full-bodied vehicle placed on a motion base surrounded by 360
degree screens. This means that each driving simulator needs to be validated for its
ability to measure driving behaviors and the unique setups result in differing components
being validated or no longer recommended. The process for validating driving simulators
is similar to flight simulators starting with fidelity levels determined using objective and
subjective measures (Mudd, 1968) then validating their ability to measure behaviors and
performance. Levels of realism affect absolute validity of driving simulators for sleepy
driving and some aspects such as perceived levels of danger may not be replicable in any
simulator (Hallvig et al., 2013). Field of view and motion parallax aids drivers in
perceiving their speed (Kemeny & Panerai, 2003) as does yaw rotation perception
(Blaauw, 1982).
Validation of driving simulators typically uses physical or face and behavioral
validity (Hirata et al., 2007; Karl et al., 2013). Comparing instrumented vehicle and
driving simulator performance with identical tasks is a method for behavioral validity
(Karl et al., 2013). Simulators should be validated for a particular research theme like
hazard, perception, medical issues, or risky behavior (Auberlet et al., 2012). A driving
simulator study using ecologically informative and functionally realistic simulation
showed driving environments (urban, highway and monotony) and demand levels (single
and dual task) resulted in standard deviation of lateral position effects more noticeably in
the simulator as compared to real driving (Biederman et al., 2012).
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Notwithstanding, a few studies have incorporated careful examination of
ecological issues as part of a theory. One from the perspective of driving behavior for
older drivers reported the assessment should have skills associated with the home
environment of the driver and lane keeping to improve the ecological validity of their
road test (Ott, Papandonatos, Davis, & Barco, 2012). A second study reported that
ecological psychology can address some but not all vehicle crashes of changing
spatiotemporal demands in driving tasks (Caird & Hancock, 1994).
Behavioral validity is split into absolute and relative validity. Absolute validity
applies if the numerical values between two systems are the same. Relative behavioral
validity is if the differences between the instruments are in the same direction and similar
or identical magnitude (Hirata et al., 2007). For example, the similarities of driver
behaviors are often compared for relative and absolute validity between a driving
simulator and instrumented vehicle.
Relative Validity
Transportation safety predominantly uses instrumented research vehicles as a
gauge against which other driving instruments are compared (simulators, augmented
reality, vehicle in the loop). In order to compare real and virtual world driving, the
driving simulators need to be validated (measurement validity) against real world
measures (Reimer, D'Ambrosio, & Coughling, 2007). Some researchers believe relative
validity (same direction and similar magnitude) is more important than absolute validity
(same direction and magnitude) in extrapolating driving simulators to real-life driving
behaviors (Auberlet, Pacaux, Anceaux, Plainchault, & Rosey, 2010). Regardless of the
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debate, this research proposes reducing the variance in driving behaviors through
measuring non-experimental, public, driving behaviors.
Relative validity has been established for driver behavior, performance and invehicle information system tasks when comparing results of driving simulators to
research vehicles. However, there is a lack of consistency for those relative behaviors.
Sometimes the values are above or below instrumented vehicle behavior. For example,
lateral lane position exploring road treatments resulted in positioning closer to the center
line in the simulator (Auberlet et al., 2010). Opposite to the previous behavior, in a tunnel
drivers in the real world were further away from side of the road than the simulator
drivers, especially in a curve (Törnros, 1998). Relative, not absolute validity was
achieved for vehicle lateral position in a fixed base simulator (Blaauw, 1982). The same
variation is noticed in speed behavior as driving simulator behaviors show higher speeds
(Auberlet et al., 2012; Bella, 2008; Törnros, 1998; Yan, Abdel-Aty, Radwan, Wang, &
Chilakapati, 2008), lower speeds (Bella, 2008; Godley et al., 2002; Santos, Merat, Mouta,
Brookhuis, & de Waard, 2005), and larger variances in speed (Yan et al., 2008). Some
consistency has been observed in deceleration rates where they are typically higher in
driving simulators (Boer, Girshik, Yamamura, & Kuge, 2000; Hirata et al., 2007). Safety
surrogate measures (critical driving behavior measures) for rear-end crash risk were
relatively validated in a driving simulator (Yan et al., 2008). At this time, relative validity
is not consistent and the accuracy of the measuring instruments needs to be improved.
One option is to use public behaviors as a reference level for refining participant
procedures.
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Cognitive performance is also tested in driving simulators. Working memory load
in repeated events may be generalized to naturalistic lead vehicle braking events
(Engström, Ljung, & Viström, 2010). Task load with a visual attention task did not show
results in the laboratory driving performance, even though subjectively participants
reported a decrease in performance with a higher task load (Santos et al., 2005).
Absolute Validity
Some studies have seen absolute validity (same direction and magnitude) for
driving speed between research vehicle and driving simulator (Bella, 2008). Comparison
between simulator speeds at five stations in north and south directions were compared
with 5,624 real world vehicle speeds and showed no differences in mean speeds but
higher speed variation in the driving simulator (Galante et al., 2010). The existing driving
simulator studies of working memory load on braking performance were brought into
question by Enstrom, Ljun and Vistrom (2010) where they showed absolute response
times obtained from repeated, expected events in experimental studies were not
generalizable to naturalistic real-world conflict but the working memory load could be
generalized in that specific situation (Engström et al., 2010). Absolute validity is difficult
to achieve because of context and motivational aspects (Karl et al., 2013). Researchers
achieved absolute validity between experimental instruments and between experimental
and non-experimental settings. It is proposed that comparisons with non-experimental
settings will result in measures that improve the relevance of the research studies to the
real world risks.
Absolute validation occurred in physiological responses such as EEG, HR of ECG
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in instrumented vehicle and driving simulator for seven measurement sites for straight
sections and large radius corners (Li, Zhao, Xu, Ma, & Rong, 2013). Mean ventilation
was absolute validity compared to on-road driving (M. J. Johnson et al., 2011). These
measures confirm that responses in instrumented vehicles can be the same as driving
simulators and validates physiological responses comparing two experimental settings.
Other Validation Categories
A comparison of simulators for content, criterion and predictive validity was
performed specifically with on road performance by George (2003) showing content and
criterion validity but few demonstrated predictive validity (George, 2003). Occlusion
devices need predictive validity for safe driving, but there are no clear measures of what
constitutes safe driving (Lansdown, Burns, & Parkes, 2004). Uniquely survey data on
self-reported driving behaviors validated driving behavior in the simulator (Reimer et al.,
2006). Self-reported survey items were used to assess the convergent and discriminant
validity of several indicators in a driving simulator (Reimer et al., 2006).
Some specific aspects of driving have received attention in terms of validity.
Hazard detection performance has been validated with concurrent and discriminant
validity. Concurrent validity of rank ordering drivers on the road correlates to simulator
performance which, in turn, can be used as an index for real driving performance on a
route that is used for licensure (Mayhew et al., 2011). Hazard detection was related
(positively) in on-road and simulated driving and should be used to assess driving skills
(Mayhew et al., 2011).
One way that simulators differ from in-field driving experiments is with driver
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experience level. Simulators have been shown to discriminate between experience levels
using driver examiner scoring, checklist, computer scoring, automated measures,
(Mayhew et al., 2011) and translational and rotational movement (Blaauw, 1982). The
experience levels were more noticeable in the simulator than the instrumented vehicle
(Blaauw, 1982) and for hazard anticipation, speed management and attention
maintenance (Chan, Pradhan, Pollatsek, Knodler, & Fisher, 2010). Driving experience in
five levels (0 to 30+ years) showed no effect in a driving simulator for center rumble
strips and sealed shoulder treatments (Auberlet et al., 2010). Simulation can be used for
assessing driving behaviors and is also useful in driving school practice to identify people
with risky driving patterns and support individual training (Marengo, Settanni, & Vidotto,
2012). Those studies show discriminant validity which helps us shape whether or not the
instrument is capturing the desired behaviors.
Driving performance assessment is a way to establish discriminant validity. This
would help classify levels of performance, differentiating novice drivers from
experienced drivers. Driving style has been assessed by use of signals, overtaking and
mirror usage as well as speed (Carsten et al., 2013). Rather than motor control
(behaviors), a better way to measure issues is a performance test that incorporates
changes in attention to and perception of other traffic (car following) rather than response
control (Brookhuis, de Waard, & Mulder, 1994).
Driving simulator performance assessments were conducted by observers in both
environments and this showed that performance was discriminated between good driver
groups and bad driver groups. Observers in a vehicle can use the Wiener Fahrprobe (a
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driving assessment originally for driver support systems) covertly to assess driver
performance from a vehicle following behind the research vehicle (Carsten et al., 2013).
Simulators were comparable to on-road assessments of driving performance for older
drivers (Lee, Cameron, & Lee, 2003). Comparing driver examiner and computer that
automatically measured speed performance showed similar judgments of on-road
performance but computer errors limited comparisons (Mayhew et al., 2011).
Comparison of 33 individual measures of on-road and simulator had 9 with similar
points, and even with the 24 differences the study points to looking at a collective,
relative skill level of the participant even if road and simulator don’t match in all ways
(Mayhew et al., 2011).
Age and sex need further exploring in validating simulators. Personality and
driving related measures with teens compared to older samples show some aspects may
be steady over time which could help develop and implement risk prevention and safety
programs (Marengo et al., 2012). Driving simulators need to explore driver sex and time
of day factors before researchers determine reliable and valid driving performance in
driving simulators (Reimer et al., 2007). While driver age and sex were validated in terms
of speed, age and sex have yet to be validated for crash involvement (Yan et al., 2008).
Most published driving research addresses measurement validity but few driving
studies have addressed discriminant validity or other validities as a way to improve or
validate the driving simulator as a research instrument. Studies of healthcare simulators
report this more frequently, perhaps because the focus of the simulators is for training
purposes and determining skill levels. Nonetheless, measuring discriminant validity of
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research vehicles and driving simulators as a research and training instrument needs more
research attention.
Summary
Transportation research most often validates driver behavior between two
research instruments. Typically, experimental behavioral validation is established by
comparing instrumented vehicles to driving simulator behaviors. Most of the
comparisons show relative validity with few studies showing absolute validity. Absolute
validity has been seen when comparing experimental to non-experimental behaviors
(recorded public behaviors). Use of non-experimental, or public, behaviors could be a
reference level to test the construct validity of experimental behavior and result in a
method to translate experimental behaviors to better estimate driving risks in the general
public.
The other domains also tend to test other validities such as discriminant and
predictive validity. Likely this is due to their focus toward training and determining levels
of expertise. A next step for driving research is to report discriminant validity in addition
to the typically reported convergent validity when analyzing data.
As a final comment, the discussion of the results from some of these studies has
pointed to a deficiency in participant procedures that may have elicited intended or
unintended participant performance, which should be addressed and corrected in future
work in this area.
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Social Desirability
In some types of survey research relying on self-reports, respondents describe
themselves via personality statements in questionnaires. Bias can creep into participant
responses either due to a temporary reaction to a situational demand or a consistent
response style (Paulhus, 1991). Response biases have been found to relate to systematic
biases and can obscure responses to the content of a measurement instrument (Paulhus,
1991). Social desirability is one of the three important response biases, along with
acquiescence and extremity bias (Paulhus, 1991).
A socially desirable response is one where the participant ‘fakes good’ – the
participant tells the researcher what she believes the researcher wants to hear rather than
reporting the actual truth. Two aspects measured within socially desirable responding are
self-deception and impression management (Paulhus, 1991). Self-deceptive positivity is
an honest but overly positive self-presentation. Impression management is related to
consciously presenting a certain image to create a positive social image specifically for
an audience. For example, participants in a driving study operating the instrumented
vehicle may choose to display socially acceptable driving behaviors (e.g. driving speed at
or below speed limits) rather than present their own true driving behaviors.
Participant responses can be placed on a social desirability-undesirability
dimension which creates a relative positioning compared to other people. This dimension
measures self-response tests because it can be used to predict the way people report
statements describe them (Edwards, 1957). Socially desirable responding on
questionnaires is a “fairly stable” personality characteristic and predicts one response in
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an inventory will be similar in another personality inventory, if the inventories are keyed
in the same direction (Edwards, 1957).
The Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (M-C) was developed after the
Edwards Scale. M-C correlates with 17 Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI) validity, clinical and derived scales but less so with the Edwards
Social Desirability Scale which is a social desirability measure of test responses (Crowne
& Marlowe, 1960). M-C measures the need of participants to respond in culturally
sanctioned ways (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). M-C is more so impression management
(Paulhus, 1991).
While the Edwards scale tested questionnaire responses, the M-C tested situations
and behaviors. The M-C situations tested were “attitudes toward extremely dull and
boring tasks, their greater verbal conditionability both directly and vicariously, social
conformity, tendency to give popular word association; cautious setting of goals in a risktaking situation; greater reactivity, depending on expectancies about the evaluative
consequences of behavior in a “dirty word” perceptual defense task; susceptibility to
persuasion.” (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964). Differing experimenters, settings and tasks in
different stimulus values and meanings to participants were used and resulted in people
with high M-C scores to be more responsive than others to perceived situation demands
and more likely to respond affirmatively to social influence, whether influence levels are
obvious or relatively subtle and from an individual or a group (Crowne & Marlowe,
1964). The higher M-C scorers are more conforming, cautious, and persuasible and the
behavior is more “normatively anchored” (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964). This is a
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particular style of defense against hostility, is self-protective, and is avoidant to selfesteem threats (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964).
The M-C social desirability measures should be re-labeled as “need for approval,”
“social naivete,” or “social adjustment” (McCrae & Costa, 1983). The Marlowe-Crowne
Social Desirability Scale is a measure of the approval-dependent personality and socially
desirable responding scale of impression management (Paulhus, 1991). The review of
need for approval has shown, semantically, that participants are more so avoiding
disapproval (Paulhus, 1991). Driving with a person sitting in the back of the vehicle
would mean that participants may want to perform behaviors that are appropriate, as
opposed to breaking laws.
Impression management was correlated to positively worded items which
received different responses than negatively worded items and may have explained
deviation from the uni-dimensional (Rauch, Schweizer, & Moosbrugger, 2007). As
Edwards (1957) points out, the correlation of positive worded items and negative ones are
affected by responses. Therefore the use of M-C driving behaviors and actions is more
applicable for testing social desirability of driving and could explain why social
desirability scores compared to driver surveys and responses may not have shown any
significant results as the other tools may not have has much behavioral responses.
The Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (M-C) was developed after the
Edwards Scale. M-C correlates with 17 Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI) validity, clinical and derived scales (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). M-C
measures the need of participants to respond in culturally sanctioned ways (Crowne &
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Marlowe, 1960) and focuses more on impression management than other scales (Paulhus,
1991).
The salience of interpersonal impact (psychological closeness; out-group and ingroup members) determines the role of cognitive control in socially desirable behavior
(Pitesa, Thau, & Pillutla, 2013). Social influences are in experiments and thus, driving
simulator responses may have been affected by the high M-C drivers interacting with
researchers.
M-C is easier to administer. The Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale
correlates with the MMPI/MMPI-2 L scale but is easier to administer and less expensive
than the longer instruments (Andrews & Meyer, 2003). M-C scores show children have
similar response tendencies to adults (Crandall, 1966). The M-C has been used for
situational demand measures and audience effects but participants may not have modified
their self-presentations; high social desirability people exaggerate claims to good
qualities; lie for reasons related to social approval but not for other reasons (Paulhus,
1991). Higher levels of social desirability occurred in public than in private settings
(Sullman & Taylor, 2010).
Controls for reducing socially desirable responding are to assure respondents of
anonymity, use computerized assessments, a bogus pipeline (machine claimed to assess
their attitudes), warn participants a measure for detecting faking is in the survey,
randomized response method (proxy subjects (good for observable behavior, not
attitudes) and stress minimization (speed instructions, emotional arousal and distraction
should all be minimized) (Paulhus, 1991).
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Driving Study Use
Social desirability has been correlated with self-reports in driving surveys but not
actual, measured driving behaviors. A driving social desirability scale was created in
1997 but has not been used much since (Lajunen, Corry, Summala, & Hartley, 1997).
Social desirability has been indirectly inferred by comparing public to private responses
on driver surveys.
The specific Driving Social Desirability Scale was constructed using impression
management and self-deception categories (Lajunen et al., 1997), based on the Balanced
Inventory of Desirable Responses (Paulhus, 1991). The results of testing on 201
Australian and 200 Finnish drivers showed that the Driving Social Desirability Scale was
better at measuring self-reported driving behaviors and driving experience than the
Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responses. Driver impression management correlated
positively with safety skills (Lajunen, Corry, Summala, & Hartley, 1998), and negatively
with perceptual-motor skills in the Finnish data. The other component, driver selfdeception, was correlated with perceptual-motor and safety skills in both populations.
Finnish driving instructor applicants (47) and students (54) already in the course
answered the questions about aberrant behaviors measured in the Driver Behavior
Questionnaire (DBQ). The public setting applicants wrote personally identifying
information on their surveys as part of their application. The private setting participants
were current students which resulted in anonymously completing the surveys in class.
Differences were noted in 6 of 28 DBQ items where higher frequencies of undesirable
behavior were reported in the private setting. Impression management for the six items
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was tested for significance after accounting for total miles traveled and the main effect of
impression management was not significant. The authors concluded that impression
management accounted for the differences between the survey responses in public and
private settings (Lajunen & Summala, 2003). In addition, social desirability effects were
seen when testing driver behavior inventories (af Wåhlberg, 2010).
Driving behaviors were collected and compared from online and face-to-face
settings in the Netherlands. No measures of participant’s social desirability were taken
but indirectly assessed eight questions of social desirability in the Dutch SARTRE-4
survey. Online respondents showed less socially desirable behaviors than the face-to-face
respondents in three of the eight Dutch SARTRE-4 road safety survey questions where
responses were expected to be different (Goldenbeld & de Craen, 2013).
Directly gathering Driving Social Desirability Scale impression management
scores and driving surveys showed there were common method variance effects (af
Wåhlberg, 2010). Social desirability using the Balanced Inventory of Desirable
Responding showed no effect on the Driving and Riding Avoidance Scale for avoidance
behaviors and Driver Behavior Questionnaire for aberrant driving behavior (Sullman &
Taylor, 2010)
Summary
Social desirability response bias occurs in self reports and behaviors, yet little
research has explored this bias particularly as it relates to driving research. Given that
people with higher M-C scores behave in more conforming and cautious behaviors, it is
anticipated drivers in experimental settings may choose or display the more socially
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desirable, more cautious driving when compared to non-experimental, public, driving
behaviors.
Trait Anxiety
The concept of Trait Anxiety is considered a personality trait that reflects a
person’s general level of anxiety. This measure of anxiety-proneness is relatively stable
over time, and is related to individual differences in the way the world is perceived and
the regularity or predictability of one’s reactions (Spielberger, 1983). It is not a clinical
diagnosis, nor is it related to a situation at a particular moment in time.
Trait anxiety levels are not likely to be identified with physiological differences
but it is recommended that behavioral elements correlate with trait levels (Elwood,
Wolitzky-Taylor, & Olatunji, 2012). Trait anxiety effects on performance can be
identified using processing efficiency theory combined with attentional control theory of
cognitive process and mechanisms (Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007). Some
research has found that trait anxiety affected performance on dual tasks using central
executive functioning (Eysenck, Payne, & Derakshan, 2005). Working memory tasks and
subjective effort were less challenging in high trait anxiety individuals (Terry & Burns,
2001), while high trait anxiety individuals have reduced behavioral and cognitive
performance and pre-attentive tasks were impaired in higher anxiety participants (Wong,
Mahar, Titchener, & Freeman, 2013). Women tend to demonstrate more fear and anxiety
than men across the life span as they score higher on trait anxiety and negative affectivity
during the developmental period where gender socialization becomes evident (McLean &
Anderson, 2009).
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Driving Studies with Trait Anxiety
Trait anxiety and other anxiety measures have been incorporated into driving
research in the last decade. Studies have measured state anxiety, trait anxiety, a prolonged
state of anxiety (Beck Anxiety Inventory) (Dula, Adams, Miesner, & Leonard, 2010), an
emotional state of anxiety (neuropsychological theory of anxiety) (Schmidt-Daffy, 2012),
and driving anxiety (Clapp, Olsen et al., 2011a).
Increased risk-taking such as more DUI episodes in the previous year and more
at-fault crashes while driving were associated with higher levels of prolonged state
anxiety (Dula et al., 2010). Anxiety and dangerous driving variables was more highly
correlated than participant’s gender and dangerous driving variables (Dula et al., 2010).
Emotional states of anxiety in driving behavior showed high anxiety caused
changes of behavior, attention and arousal and safer action goals in a driving simulator
(Schmidt-Daffy, 2012). Drivers drove slower and reported higher anxiety, attention and
arousal (measured using self-report and physiological measurements).
Trait anxiety was examined with the Driver Behavior Questionnaire (DBQ).
Higher trait anxiety was positively correlated to four DBQ classes of errors, lapses,
ordinary violations and the DBQ score but not with aggressive violations (Shahar, 2009).
There was a non-linear, quadratic relationship between anxiety and errors. Trait anxiety
scores did not differentiate between driving test results, though state anxiety scores
differentiated but not for mock-test or practice (Fairclough, Tattersall, & Houston, 2006).
Summary
Trait anxiety certainly affects driving behaviors as driving consists of behavioral
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and attention related tasks. Those drivers with the higher levels of trait anxiety will likely
demonstrate different driving behaviors than those with lower levels of trait anxiety.
Driving Anxiety
The Driving Behavior Survey measures three dimensions of anxiety-related
driving behavior and was developed with people who have driving anxiety (Clapp et al.,
2011a). The three dimensions that the Driving Behavior Survey assesses are anxietybased performance deficits, exaggerated safety/caution behavior and hostile/aggressive
behavior. Anxiety-based performance deficits are disorganized behavior, increased
frequency of driving errors and lower perceptions of overall driving skill (Clapp et al.,
2011a). Exaggerated safety or caution behaviors involve the distance from other vehicles
and potentially excessive reductions of speed (Clapp et al., 2011a). Hostile or aggressive
behaviors are consistent with high trait anxiety and have the best internal consistence and
test-retest reliability of the three subscales (Clapp et al., 2011a). Females had higher
safety/caution behaviors and anxiety-related performance deficits; hostile/aggressive was
unrelated to sex (Clapp, Olsen et al., 2011b).
Higher driving anxiety will predictably be reflected in the participant’s
experimental driving behaviors. For example, those scoring higher in exaggerated safety
or caution responses will drive more slowly. Also, a comparison of driving anxiety with
trait anxiety will show the difference between general anxiety-proneness and driving
specific anxiety. Further, extant research suggests that females will have higher anxiety
scores than males.
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Social Desirability & Trait Anxiety
Research across domains has shown an interaction between social desirability and
trait anxiety scores. When using self-reported trait anxiety measures, it is recommended
to use social desirability scores in order to distinguish between low-anxious and
repressors (Mogg et al., 2000; Weinberger, Schwartz, & Davidson, 1979). The MarloweCrowne Social Desirability Scale (MC) was used in conjunction with anxiety scales
because high levels of social desirability can confound measures of anxiety and
attentional bias by under-reporting anxiety and attentional avoidance of threats (Mogg &
Bradley, 1999). The four categories of this scale are low anxious, high anxious, defensive
high anxious and repressor. These categories are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Trait Anxiety and Social Desirability Interaction Categories. Typical cutoff
values are indicated, with the discrepancy areas scored.
As illustrated in Figure 2, low anxious people have low social desirability and low
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trait anxiety. High anxious people have low social desirability and high trait anxiety.
Defensive high anxious people have high social desirability and high trait anxiety scores.
Repressors have high social desirability and low reported trait anxiety scores (Mogg et
al., 2000).
The cutoff points for these categories typically use the median participant values
of scores on the Trait Anxiety and Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability scales (Figure 2).
Other cutoffs for STAI and M-C either standardized and combined results (Szentagotai &
Onea, 2007), or used ranges (Dickson J.M., Moberly, Hannon, & Bates, 2009).
Repressors, those high in social desirability and low in trait anxiety, have been
compared to the other three groups, the non-repressors, to show differences (Wiltink,
Subic-Wrana, Tuin, Weidner, & Beutel, 2010). As it may influence driving behaviors,
repressors perceive and interpret the stimuli similarly to hi-anxious but differ in the
subsequent processing of the stimuli. This could affect drivers (Terry & Burns, 2001).
Some research argues that repressors have elevated behavior anxiety and autonomic
physiological responses (that depend on vigilance) than low-anxiety people, but lower
levels of self-reported anxiety than other groups (depend on avoidance) because of
cognitive biases (Derakshan, Eysenck, & Myers, 2007). Driving depends on vigilance, so
researchers can expect that driving behavior for repressors will be different than the
driving behaviors of other groups.
High-anxious people tend to recognize they are anxious (Weinberger et al., 1979).
Pre-attentive processing of threat may be a result of high-anxious people (Najström &
Jansson, 2006). High trait anxious people were generally more vigilant of threat scenes
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compared to low anxious people and allocate more attentional resources to it (Mogg et
al., 2010).
High and low trait anxiety affects response speed. The low-anxious group reports
themselves as experiencing less distress (physical and mental) than the other groups
(Denollet, Martens, Nyklíček, Conraads, & de Gelder, 2008; Wiltink et al., 2010). The
low-anxious group was relatively accurate in self-perceived levels of anxiety
(Weinberger et al., 1979).
Given these points, repressors as a category have different cognitive and
physiological responses than do members of the other groups. Thus, repressors will likely
drive differently than non-repressors. High anxious drivers may have slower responses
when compared to drivers from the low anxious group, which may play a role in a
driving behavior study.
Procedure Settings
The settings used in Stanley Milgram’s obedience research procedures elicited
changes in behaviors. Since then, other studies have replicated similar responses, even in
different settings. For example, a TV host influenced obedience exhibited by participants
in a game show setting (Beauvois, Courbet, & Oberlé, 2012). Responses to orders or
requests will elicit behaviors from people. This ties into the procedures used in the
simulator and the instrumented vehicle, since participants will be asked to follow a
certain set of instructions: In other words, they will be asked to obey.
Milgram’s Bridgeport experiments occurred in a respectable office building with
the title listed in the directory of the building and the laboratory set up, instead of at Yale
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University. The experiments in the lab setting had similar results and Milgram concluded
a laboratory could be seen as competent (Milgram, 1974).
Researcher Proximity
Researcher proximity to a participant shows effects on obedience rates in both the
laboratory and game show settings. Obedience was three times as great when the
researcher was within a few feet of the participant as compared to when the researcher
was out of the room and giving orders by telephone (Milgram, 1974), a finding which
was later confirmed (Burger, 2009). Additionally, obedience in a game show context
showed the physical proximity of person with the right to give orders resulted in
significantly more obedience (Beauvois et al., 2012). It is not known what effect the
presence of observers has on driver behavior (Carsten et al., 2013).
Therefore, the closer the researcher physically is to the participant, the greater the
likelihood of obedience to the rules of the road. In a driving-based experiment, the
motion base driving simulator is in one room in the laboratory and the researcher sits in a
separate control room performing two-way communication with the participant through
microphones and speakers. The effect of the division of rooms on obedience is unknown,
but expected to result in higher obedience than would result if the researcher were out of
sight.
Summary
While there are many possible explanations for the results obtained from
obedience studies, the manipulation of setting as it relates to the participant has been
shown to demonstrate different behaviors. One such manipulation is the location of the
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researcher relative to the participant. The proximity to the researcher has been shown to
change participant behavior. It is expected that due to the differences in researcher
location in driving simulators (another room) and instrumented vehicles (rear seat) that
this discrepancy contributes to the differences in participant behaviors in each setting. A
second manipulation, the appearance of the researcher, may affect the participant’s
perception of the researcher’s legitimacy of authority. Their attire will be planned.
Legitimacy is established in conjunction with the prestige or location of the research
facility and the participant’s perception of the research purpose.
Procedure Instruction Content
How much participants actually know about an experiment’s goals can impact
their responses. When participants were told about a hypothesis more explicitly rather
than phrased implicitly, they exhibited greater hypothesis-confirming behavior, but when
questioned about their motives, it was unclear as to whether they were motivated to
cooperate or look good (Adair & Schachter, 1972). Standardization of procedures is fine,
but the norm may actually be that there are exceptions/departures from standardization
(Gibson, 2013a). This may seem counterintuitive but there is an implicit difficulty in
maintaining procedural consistency between or even within participants.
Symbolic interactionism, a sociological approach, says the context in which
individual behavior occurs is based on that person’s subjective interpretation (definition
of the situation/situated identity) (Adair, 1984). Participants’ understanding of the
experimental treatments may be just as important to the outcome as their view of the
meaning of the experiment as a whole (Adair, 1984). When participants did not believe
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the hypothesis they had been given, the data from those participants were inconsistent
with the experimenters’ conclusions, yet groups of participants behaved similarly when a
vague (not blatantly disclosed) hypothesis was disclosed (Adair, 1984).
This is the problem with procedures that do not clearly establish motivation.
Assumptions that all subjects assigned to one condition have been exposed to the same
social condition works in some experiments but not others (Modigliani & Rochat, 1995).
The Milgram experiments were carefully set to achieve the levels of obedience, thus the
process and contextual changes affected the participant responses (Reicher & Haslam,
2011). The Milgram experiments showed that the details of the situation matter most
(Miller, 1995). Researchers can use the process and contextual changes to affect
participant responses in driving simulators. Increasing the explicit level of information
given to participants during the experimental procedure will be expected to show higher
consistency of participant behaviors.
Procedure Instruction Delivery
Replicable procedures must be developed for every interaction between
researchers and participants. These include using word-by-word scripts, stage instructions
and intonation for the experiment, and scheduling and reminder phone calls (Kuipers &
Hyson, 2007). Laboratory personnel should convey a serious, authoritative and
competent bearing. There should be minimal distractions and speech should be clear and
easy to understand. The instructions need to be delivered at the same rate, emphasis,
pauses and eye contact. Video-recordings have increased standardization of instructions
increases experimental control and ease in running sessions.
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The definition of the situation, roles, behaviors and meaning the testing
environment conveys are transmitted through instructions; thus, the systematic
assessment of the instructions is desirable for knowing and standardizing effects and for
interpreting/understanding how participants behave (Rashotte et al., 2005).
Scope Conditions and Instantiation
Initial conditions are the features of an experimental situation that needs to be
created for participants and variables (independent and dependent) structural and
interaction conditions (Rashotte et al., 2005). Procedures are to instantiate the scope
conditions for the participants; without establishing this the behavior will be irrelevant to
assessing the hypotheses. Key aspects of the instructions are to be repeated at least three
times using the same or slightly different phrasing each time and the instructions do not
need to sound natural or conversational (Kuipers & Hyson, 2007). These procedures need
to be followed consistently across studies to be able to compare experimental results
because what may appear insignificant in a procedural change can result in dependent
variable variation (Troyer, 2001). If an experiment fails a test for external validity, it
may not be due to external invalidity (Zelditch, 2007). The failure of an experiment to
show the expected outcome does not necessarily mean the theory cannot be generalized;
it could also be due to the experimental setting (instantiation and scope conditions) where
no constant related to the methods interacts with the treatments (Zelditch, 2007). More
research regarding procedural standards is needed to better understand this area.
Initial conditions are the features of an experimental situation that needs to be
created for participants and variables (independent and dependent) structural and
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interaction conditions (Rashotte et al., 2005). Procedures are to instantiate the scope
conditions for the participants, without establishing this the behavior will be irrelevant to
assessing the hypotheses. Key aspects of the instructions are to be repeated at least three
times using the same or slightly different phrasing each time and the instructions don’t
need to sound natural or conversational (Kuipers & Hyson, 2007). These procedures need
to be followed consistently across studies in order to be able to compare experimental
results. What appeared insignificant in a procedural change resulted in dependent variable
variation (Troyer, 2001). Boundary conditions are likely to influence lab research
generalization to the field of human behavior in organizations but this has yet to be
proven (Ilgen, 1986).
Pretesting
Pretesting is a crucial check on design and operations and should become more
standard than in the past especially as more complex experiments or subtle differences
between conditions (Rashotte et al., 2005). While pretesting, questions such as “did the
participants treat the situation seriously? Did they understand what they are being asked
to do? Did they notice and believe the manipulation?” should be asked (Kuipers &
Hyson, 2007). Pretest results can be compared to previous test results if using a
standardized protocol; the phrasing and presentation of information when developing
procedures can affect effectiveness (Kuipers & Hyson, 2007). Video-recordings made
and pretested showed presence and absence of desirable and undesirable properties
(Rashotte et al., 2005). Pretesting is important when information is only through one
medium but reporting number of times key points were repeated would be good
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information in research.
Summary
Standardizing the structure and interactions that participants experience will aid
researchers in obtaining more consistent participant response outcomes and in developing
theories. Procedural instruction delivery is an important consideration for how such
delivery affects experimental behaviors in driving research.
Debriefing
Post session interviews with pretest participants are longer than actual study
participants because it informs participants of the study’s purpose and explains in some
detail what is being measured and asks how they made their decisions, in order to assess
demand characteristics (Kuipers & Hyson, 2007).
Participants’ views (not researchers’) of an experimental situation affects how
they respond and querying participants after the experiment can help interpret results
from participants’ perceptions (Adair, 1984). Actively collecting information about how
the participant has perceived the experiment may give researchers better information as to
the dependent variables collected.
Consequently, post-experimental debriefing interviews with study participants are
key to interpreting the results.
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Literature Review Summary
All three mechanisms of this dissertation explore aspects of the experimental
method in order to improve the accuracy of behavior measurement, participant
motivation or understanding and participant characteristics that achieve closer to real
world behaviors which will improve the validity of driving research. Those areas of focus
are summarized in showing the gaps in currently published research (Table 1).
Table 1. Summary of Literature
Concept
Transportation Research
Other Domains
Behavioral
Relative - Many
Absolute - Few n/a
Validity
Discriminant
Over 5
Healthcare - Numerous
Validity
Procedure Setting
Blass, Burger, Milgram &
others
Procedure
Adair & Schachter, 1972;
Content
Adair, 1984
Procedure
Recommendations but few
Delivery
tests
Understanding
Adair, 1984
Social
Lajunen et al., 1997; None about the Numerous
Desirability
Lajunen et al., 1998, interaction
Edwards 1957; Marlowe &
4 indirect studies
between
SD Crowne 1964; Paulhus 1991
and TA
Trait Anxiety
Sahar, 2009;
Numerous
based
on
Fairclough et al.
Spielberger, 1983
2006;
Both studies selfreported data
Driving Anxiety
2 – Clapp et al. 2011; both studies n/a
self-reported data
Driving simulator and instrumented vehicle research typically reports relative and
absolute behavioral validity in order to establish the convergent validity, accuracy, of the
experimental instruments to measure driving behaviors seen in the public. Use of non-
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experimental, public, driving behavior is an objective, baseline measure for convergent
and discriminant validity. Including other aspects of measurement increase the validity of
the experiment especially in driving research where discriminant validity is rarely
reported.
Research and convention in the social sciences have established rules of thumb
and ideas of what is needed to ensure participants are treated the same way in the same
experiment. This information is helpful but does not consider how changes to settings and
instructions are treated in a reliable way across experiments. A second part to this
research proposes creating a model for establishing standards in participant procedures.
The concepts in this model include proximity and legitimacy of researchers based on the
Milgram experiments, the level of details required to be included in the instruction
content, the delivery method of the instructions, and the participant feedback about
purpose, situation and reasoning. Validation theory relies on the experimental method,
and thereby the procedures, to establish internal, measurement and external validation of
experiments.
A third component to this research pertains to individual differences. These are
characteristics and response biases that have been shown to affect self-reported data and
behaviors. Driving anxiety has been assessed by self-report. Trait anxiety scores have
been combined extensively with social desirability scores in order to control for the
repressor group. Repressors have been demonstrated to differ frequently from nonrepressors in cognitive, behavioral and physiological responses. Each of these personal
characteristics have been compared to self-report whereas this study will demonstrate the
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association with driving behaviors. Understanding how people who have these different
characteristics show differing behaviors in experimental settings adds a behavioral
element to the model.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
This chapter presents the methods used to gather data from the driving simulator
(SIM), instrumented vehicle (IV), and general public in order to assess driving behaviors.
A controlled on-road study was used for the IV and a shorter but similar route was
designed for use in the SIM. This was done so that the measurement of research vehicles
could be compared to public driver behaviors at two-way stop controlled intersections
where the stop was of interest. These intersections were selected for their ability to
answer the research questions relating to measurement accuracy, responses to procedural
manipulation and individual differences. These research questions were:
1. Measurement Accuracy: What are the effects of using non-experimental
driving behaviors to establish the convergent and divergent validity of
experimental driving behavior?
2. Procedural Manipulation: How do the effects of manipulating procedural
settings, instruction delivery, instruction content and debriefing affect the
measurement accuracy of experimental driving behavior?
3. Individual Differences: How do individual differences in drivers affect the
responses to procedural manipulations? What are their relationships among
procedural variables in experimental driving settings?
The use of simulators in transportation research is increasing in part because a
driving simulator does not rely on weather for operation, provides safer operational
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environments and allows for control over variables under study. The use of a small,
controlled on-road study and a SIM using a pre-set route can reveal differences in driver
behavior and performance (Carsten, Kircher, & Jamson, 2013). While SIMs have relative
behavioral validity, questions remain about how well they can ‘simulate’ or attain
absolute behavioral validity in comparison to real-world public driving behaviors.
Comparisons of both research vehicles to empirical data from public driving behavior at
the same stop-controlled intersections will determine the relative and absolute validity of
the research vehicles at these stop-controlled intersections.
Testing Environment
Two studies conducted in Bozeman, Montana were used to gather the data used in
this analysis; one in the Fall of 2013 and the other in the Fall of 2014. Both experiments
were conducted with the same research vehicle equipment from the Western
Transportation Institute (Figure 3) affiliated with Montana State University.
The studies recruited participants and subjected them to similar driving equipment
and routes. While participants in 2013 were each exposed to the same procedural
treatment, participants in 2014 were randomly assigned to one of numerous variations in
procedural factors. Participants from2014 were randomly assigned to a research vehicle
(SIM or IV) based on one of two sex-specific random, R command ‘sample’ distributions
with no replacements (R Core Team, 2016). The same R command ‘sample’ distribution
with no replacements was used to automatically determine the order of the treatment
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Figure 3. Western Transportation Institute Driving Simulator Building South of Montana
State University Campus. The greeting room and SIM were housed in this building. The
IV was parked outside, in front of the loading dock ramp. All participants entered the
building and started their drives at this location.
allocation. This was repeated three times for the SIM and three times for the IV so that
each randomly ordered set of treatments was completed before moving on to the next set.
These sets were necessary in case the fall weather deteriorated and resulted in the
cancellation of the rest of the experiments. In general, in 2014 each participant was
exposed to 1 of 17 possible treatments in the SIM or 1 of 16 possible treatments in the
IV, including variations in researcher attire, location of researcher during experiment,
method of instructional delivery prior to the initiation of the experiment, and whether or
not the general hypotheses of the project were stated to the participant (Table 2).
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Table 2. Use of 16 of 24 Possible Treatment Combinations. Treatments used in
Experiment 2 are numbered, cells greyed out were not used.
Hypothesis Stated?
Yes
Instruction Delivery
Spoken
Researcher
Attire

Video

Read

No
Instruction Delivery
Spoken

Video

Read

11

10

Casual

Researcher*
Location

Front
Rear

15

14

16

13

Formal

Researcher
Location

Front

3

2

4

1

12

9

Rear
8
5
7
6
All IV participants in Experiment 1 were given treatment 16.
*In the SIM the researcher is typically located in the control room, not in the front or rear of the vehicle.
This led to a 17th treatment labelled Treatment 0 with a combination of casual attire, spoken instruction
delivery, no hypothesis stated and researcher located in the control room.

The base of a 25 fractional factorial design was used to select the 16 treatments
(Table 3). The alternate fraction (I = -ABCDE) generated the 16 treatments. Treatments
1, 5, 9 and 13 were adjusted from (1,1), whose code means nothing to this analysis, to be
used for two more treatments each for the video (1,0) and reading (1,0) instruction
delivery methods. This provides a resolution of V, so the main effects are aliased with
four factor interactions or higher and two-factor interactions are aliased with other twofactor interactions. In order to increase accuracy of the measurements, treatments were
planned to have three participants (three replications to improve accuracy).
Experimental Variables
Controls
Demographic information about participants was collected to control for
participant age, years of driving experience (licensure since learning permit), years of
independent driving experience (since licensed), estimated mileage, and simulator
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sickness responses. Participants in 2014 were also asked their gender identity in addition
to their sex.
Table 3. Treatment Combinations of Factors for Main Effects and Aliased Two-Factor
Interactions. The bolded values were manually changed from (1,1) to either (1,0) or (0,1).
Treatment
Seat
Combination
Delivery of Instructions
Position
Attire
Hypothesis
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
1
1
1
1
3
1
0
1
1
1
4
0
0
1
1
0
5
0
1
1
0
1
6
0
1
0
1
0
7
1
0
0
1
0
8
0
0
0
1
1
9
1
0
1
0
1
10
0
1
1
0
0
11
1
0
1
0
0
12
0
0
1
0
1
13
0
0
0
1
0
14
0
1
0
0
1
15
1
0
0
0
1
16
0
0
0
0
0
Independent Variables
All of the independent variables were chosen based on the literature review that
was suggestive of potential methodological explanations for behavioral differences
between research studies and public driving (Table 4).
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Table 4. Description of Experiments 1 and 2
Experiment 1 – Fall 2013
Experiment 2 – Fall 2014
48, aged 16-17 and & 24, aged
72, aged 18-24
Driver Age
30-55
Instrumented Vehicle
Instrumented Vehicle
Equipment
Driving Simulator
Driving Simulator
Public Video
Public Video
Collected at same time/day
Public Driving Collected at same time/day
Comparator
Within-subject design
Across-subject design
Treatments
1.
Sex
1. Sex
Demographic
2. Age
2. Age
Control
3. Driving permit date
3. Driving permit date
Variables
4. Driving license date
4. Driving license date
5. Simulator sickness responses
5. Simulator sickness responses
6. Gender
6. Gender
Researcher Position Relative to Participant
Independent
Variables
1. Front passenger seat
1. Front passenger seat
2. Rear passenger seat
2. Rear passenger seat
Researcher Appearance
1. Researcher wears casual
1. Researcher wears casual
clothing
clothing
2. Researcher wears formal
2. Researcher wears formal
laboratory clothing
laboratory clothing
Procedural Instruction Delivery
1. Video
1. Video
2. Participant Reads
2. Participant Reads
3. Researcher Live
3. Researcher Live
Content of instructions given during procedure
1. Specific
1. Specific
2. Mid-level
2. Mid-level
3. Vague
3. Vague
Post-experiment Debriefing
1. Debriefed
1. Debriefed
2. Not debriefed
2. Not debriefed
1. Trait Anxiety
1. Trait Anxiety
Individual
2. Driving Anxiety Scores
2. Driving Anxiety Scores
Differences
3. Marlowe-Crowne Social
3. Marlowe-Crowne Social
Variables
Desirability Scale
Desirability Scale
Note: The struck out text, e.g. “Debriefed”, indicates this variable was not used.
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Procedural Variables Manipulated. The independent variables of interest
throughout the two experiments included a number of procedural changes or factors that
were believed to potentially alter participant behavior. Three of these factors each had
two levels (23) and one factor with three levels (31) thus there was a potential of 24
treatments to be applied but due to resource constraints only 16 treatments were selected
for use in the experiments. The factors and levels of treatment used were:
Rear Passenger = 0
Front Passenger = 1
1. 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 {
Control Room (SIM only) =2

2. 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒

Casual: Long-sleeved Waffle Shirt,
Jeans, Running Shoes = 0
Lab Formal: Lab Coat, Collared Shirt,
{
Jeans, Leather Shoes = 1

Listens to Spoken = 0,0
3. 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 {Watches on Video = 1,0
Reads on Paper = 0,1
None = 0
4. 𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 {
Yes = 1
The proximity of the researcher, in relation to the participant, was changed
depending on the treatment. This meant the researcher sat in the front or rear passenger
side of the IV and SIM. The SIM also had a third location of control room as it is usual to
have the researcher in the control room running the simulator equipment (Figure 4). In
addition to the researcher, this study also had a SIM operator to run the simulator in the
event that the researcher was allocated to sit in the front or rear passenger seat of the SIM
during the experiment.
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Figure 4. Driving Simulator on left; on right, is the window to the Control room which is
located at the rear of the SIM
Secondly, the researcher’s attire, at two levels, was casual or formal (Figure 5).
The difference between casual and formal appearance changed for both the researcher
and SIM operator. The differences in casual to formal appearance of the researcher
involved switching from a shirt to collared shirt, hiking shoes to leather shoes and
donning a plain white lab coat overtop the formal collared shirt. The SIM operator
switched from a t-shirt and hat to a collared shirt and no hat; jeans and shoes remained
the same.

Figure 5. Researcher Appearance. Left – casual clothing for driving simulator operator
and researcher. Right – formal clothing for simulator operator and researcher.
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The instruction delivery mode was the third procedure variable manipulated
within a treatment. This variable had three levels. In the greeting room and when learning
about the research vehicle controls, the instructions and hypothesis (if the treatment
setting indicated) were presented to participants either by the researcher speaking to the
participant, the participant reading from a paper, or the participant watching a video
recording (of the researcher speaking – there were videos of the researcher in both casual
and formal attire in order to match the treatment requirements). The video recordings
were saved on the tablet and passed to the participant to watch. To be clear, when
participants were driving only spoken instructions were issued; the video and paper
instructions were limited to the greeting room and when learning about the vehicle
controls. The written instructions are located in Appendix A.
The fourth and final variable manipulated as part of the 16 treatments involved
the level of detail stated to the participant about the experimental hypothesis. Two levels
of detail were used which were detailed and none. Participants were told of the
hypothesis while seated in the greeting room just before they moved to their assigned
research vehicle.
Post-Drive Debriefing Variables. The debriefing variables were coded from
answers to questions about participant’s understanding of the purpose of the experiment
(PURP), suspicions about what would happen in the experiment (SUSP) and if they felt
they had changed their driving behavior (CHGE). Participants’ views of an experimental
situation affect how they respond and querying participants after the experiment can help
interpret results from participants’ perceptions (Adair, 1984). Actively collecting
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information about how the participant had perceived the experiment may give researchers
better information as to the dependent variables collected.
The questions for the debriefing tool were designed to probe perceptions and
understandings that the participants had applied to the experimental situation. Postsession questionnaires were ordered and phrased to provide participants with an
opportunity for introspective reporting. A structured interview using funnel type
questions with a survey similar to the Post Experiment Questionnaire from Page (1973)
was created similar to the Carlopio, Adair, Lindsay and Spinner (1983) questionnaire.
The questions were designed to elicit thinking about the experiment’s purpose,
suspicions about the study or researcher intentions and how they felt they drove or
behaved in the experiment compared to how they might drive in the real world. After the
driving tasks were completed, both SIM and IV participants were then seated in the small
simulator room. The researcher verbally asked the debriefing questions and wrote down
participants’ responses. The ordered set of debriefing questions were:
1. What did you think this experiment was all about?
2. What did you think we were looking for or trying to study?
3. During the experiment and before this questionnaire was given, what
suspicions did you have, if any?
4. Did the instructions given to you affect your driving behavior? Please
explain/Can you tell me more about that?
5. How did you go about deciding how you were going to perform or drive in
this session?
6. Did you think that the experimenter might have expected that you drive in
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a certain way? In other words, was there a correct way to drive? Please
explain/Can you tell me more about that?
7. In this experiment, no deception was used. The experimenter wanted to
observe how you normally drive. Did you ever suspect deception was being used?
Yes No
8. When the experimenter gave you directions in the vehicle, they expected
that you would drive normally. Did you ever suspect that you were being
deceived? Yes No
Participant responses were coded as a proportion (range from 0 to 1) of their
answer to each question for PURP, SUSP and CHGE. The responses to question 1 and 2
were coded as PURP. Questions 3, 7 and 8 were coded for SUSP. CHGE was coded from
responses to questions 4, 5 and 6 (see details of coding in Appendix B). Those variables
were used to explain differences in participant driving behaviors in the analyses.
Response Variables
There were four response variables that measured driver behavior that could be
compared with the public driving behaviors collected at stop-controlled intersections
(Table 5). The driving behaviors in the experiment that were comparable to nonexperimental behaviors are driver stopping at intersection (yes/no); longitudinal stopping
location relative to the legal stop line (SL); lateral distance from the edge of the sidewalk
to the outside edge of the right (passenger-side) tire at a point 20m before from legal stop
line (LD-20); lateral distance from the edge of the sidewalk to the outside edge of the
right (passenger-side) tire at a point 20m before from legal stop line (LD-0); and average
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approach speed (time taken to drive the last 20m before the legal stop line). The physical
representations of the variables are noted in Figure 6.
Table 5. Dependent Response Variable Measures and Definitions
Response Variable
Lateral lane position at
20 m approach
Lateral lane position at
legal stop line
Average Approach speed

Units
m

Driver stopped
Longitudinal stopping
position
Other road users present

Y=1, N=0
m

m
m/s

Y=1, N=0

Description of Measure
Count white stripes from sidewalk edge (not
roadway edge)
Count white stripes from sidewalk edge (not
roadway edge)
[[(frame number vehicle at legal stopping point) –
(frame number vehicle at 20 m line)] ÷ the frame
rate per second] ÷ 20 m
Vehicle has complete cessation of movement
Count white stripes beyond (+) or behind (-) legal
stop line
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Figure 6. Response Variables Measured in Drivers at Stop Controlled Intersections
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Participants
Participant Recruitment
Fall 2013 – Experiment 1. Novice, Young and Adult participants (61 in total)
were recruited in the Gallatin Valley, Montana in late spring/summer 2013 using multiple
methods. The study was advertised through newspaper classified advertising, Craigslist
advertising, community groups, Montana State University (MSU) online presence (social
media), MSU sports camps for teens, campus residences, community board postings, and
at community events (Appendix C).
Fall 2014 – Experiment 2. College participants (92 in total) were recruited from
Montana State University Engineering, Spanish, and Business classes in autumn 2014.
They were offered extra credit for participation but anyone who did not qualify or was
ineligible to participate was offered a comparable extra credit assignment.
A power analysis determined the sample size. Figure 7 depicts an estimate of the
effect size of a multiple linear regression model testing all the main effects (six
categorical predictors) at once as well as one continuous predictor with two control
variables (age and sex). The effect size at 32 samples (2 replications) is between 0.610.93 at powers ranging from 80% to 95% (Figure 7). The range of sample sizes is
included to demonstrate how the effect size may have differed based on the number of
participants recruited. Ultimately, in order to find the model with specific procedural
treatment factors that predicted participant driving behaviors most similar to public
behavior, a sample size target of 48 subjects was ideal (effect size: 0.36-0.55, power:
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80% to 95%).

Figure 7. Plot of Effect Size by Total Sample Size at Powers = .80, .85, .90 and .95
Participant Eligibility
Participants were deemed eligible for the study based on pre-determined selection
criteria using age and driving experience to discern between groups (Table 6). Once
participants indicated interest through phone, e-mail or text, they were sent the prescreening survey link to complete online. Each individual interested in participating in
the study was pre-screened online for eligible age, valid driver’s license, 20/40 or better
visual acuity, color blindness and susceptibility to simulator sickness (see Appendix D
for specific information). Each eligible subject was classified by age group (Novice,
Young, College and Adult), sex, number of supervised driving years (years of learner’s
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permit), and number of solo driving years (years with driving license). Participants from
Experiment 1 and 2 were combined for the analysis (Figure 8).

18 – 21
30 – 55

F
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.5

Licensed Between
(ages)

16 – 17.5

M
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.5

Started Licensing
Process Between
(ages)

Age
(years)

Overall
(years since
started process)

Group
Novice
Young
College
Adult

Supervised
(years after
permit before
license)
Licensed
(years after
license issued)

Table 6. Participant Group Inclusion Criteria for Experiment 1 (normal) and 2 (bolded)
Sex Ratio
Driving Experience

0 – 0.8
0.8 – 2.0
1.0 – 6.0
15 – 40

0 – 1.5
1.5 – 2.5
1.0 – 7.0
15 – 40

14 – 16

15 –
17

0 – 1.5

Part of the data gathered from Experiment 1 was originally collected through an
existing, IRB approved project. The project was titled “Modeling the Validity and
Transfer of Eye-Scanning Patterns for Hazard Perception from Virtual Reality Training
Environments to Reality” and was funded by the National Science Foundation (Grant No.
1116378). In the study, 61 people, comprised of 48 teenagers (ages 16-17) and 24 adults
(ages 30-55), were each paid $100 total for two driving sessions (an IV, $60, and a SIM,
$40). All participants used both the SIM and IV.
The remaining data for this analysis originated from Experiment 2 (IRB
approved) where 94 university students ages 18-21 were given extra class credit for
participation. This was a between-subjects design and participants only participated in
driving the IV or the SIM, not both.
Finally, publicly recorded driving behaviors (IRB exempt) were recorded at stop
controlled intersections in Bozeman, Montana during the same range of times and days
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that participants drove in both Experiment 1 and 2.

Figure 8. Participants in 2013 and 2014 experiments: Not all participants were used from
the 2013 study as only their first experimental session drive was used (in 2013 drivers
drove both research vehicles) such that 14 SIM drivers and 25 IV drivers were used for
comparison to the 2014 drivers.
Equipment
Data was collected from participants in the two experiments and from the general
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driving public, used as a reference group. The experimental drivers used equipment
provided while general public driving behaviors were captured with video recordings at
stop-controlled intersections.
Experimental Equipment to
Record Participant Driving Behaviors
Two research vehicles were used to collect participants’ driving behaviors. The
SIM and IV were both Chevrolet Impalas with the same chassis (model year 2009 and
2008, respectively).
The SIM (Figure 9), designed by Realtime Technologies, was a Chevrolet Impala
with a motion base of six degrees of freedom; a 270 degree curved screen (for the
driver’s forward and side views); driver’s and passenger’s side mirrors using digital
screens; and a 60 degree flat rear screen (for the driver’s rear view mirror). The SIM was
located in the Western Transportation Institute research laboratory just south of Montana
State University’s campus. The SIM driving scenario was created to be geometrically
specific to the real stop-controlled intersection of interest used for assessment of general
public driving behaviors (details of measurement collection for SIM scenario located in
Appendix E).
The IV was equipped with internal and external video cameras which provided a
view of lateral area from front tires out to sides of vehicle, a Controller Area Network
(CAN bus) data feed of the vehicle’s speed, signal use, etc., a differential global
positioning system, and a multitude of other digital systems to track the driver’s behavior,
such as eye tracking equipment. Relevant to this study specifically were the lateral video
cameras and vehicle speed gathered from the CANBus, used to collect the lateral distance
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from the curb and vehicle speed approaching intersections.

Figure 9. The 2008 Chevrolet Impala SIM at Western Transportation Institute
Observational Equipment to
Measure Public Driving Behaviors
The behaviors of people in the general driving public were collected at stopcontrolled intersections using video cameras, a calibration mat and laser distance
measuring instrument in the methods documented by Page, Velazquez and Claudio
(2014) in Appendix F. The analysis of the video data is explained in Appendix G. The
driving study participants from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were each scheduled to
drive between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm; therefore, to retain consistency in data
collection, the video recordings from drivers in the general public were also collected
during those same hours.
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Twelve stop-controlled intersections were identified based on the 2013 study
driving route through Bozeman, Montana. The potential locations to collect driving
behaviors needed a tall object (tree, telephone pole, etc.) to affix a video camera to so that
the calibration mat would be clearly visible in the video for later analyses.
Procedures
Generally, similar overall procedures were applied in both experiments and
environments; however, there were some differences. A comparison of the four
procedures is presented in Table 4.
Participant Experience
All participants were scheduled to arrive for their experiment between 8:30am
and 5:00pm. Upon arrival, they were instructed to enter a greeting room in which they
signed an informed consent form. Participants were then assessed and their pre-screening
visual acuity was validated with an eye test and verbal responses to questions similar to
those they had answered online. A member of the research team led the participant to the
driving equipment after an instructional briefing. Typically, the Driving Behavior Survey
(DBS) and Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (MC) surveys were administered
to the participants when seated in the vehicle prior to driving or were completed during
experiment setup, with the exception of participants allocated to the SIM in 2013. The
final survey, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), was administered to participants upon
completion of their first driving route.
Regarding equipment function, unlike the 2013 experiment, the SIM motion base
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was not working in 2014 and within the 2014 SIM group, for approximately the last half
of the 2014 SIM participants the driver’s side mirror display screen stopped working (23
of 47 drivers). These issues were accounted for in the statistical analysis with indicator
variables.
Table 7. Comparison of Procedures Used by Research Vehicle and Experiment Year
Driving Simulator
Instrumented Vehicle
2013
2014
2013
2014
Year
Arrival
Verbal check
of pre-screen
survey
answers
Surveys (MC,
DBI) given
while
Heart Rate
Monitor
Driving Route
STAI survey
given
Sim Sickness
Survey given
Debriefing

All participants directed to the entrance at the rear of the building
Requested
Question
Question
Question
confirmation of repeated
repeated
repeated
given answer

Equipment
Used
Equipment
Function

in greeting
room

seated in
vehicle

seated in
vehicle

seated in
vehicle

Put on in
greeting room
Driven twice
end of first
drive
end of each
drive
N/A

N/A

N/A

Driven once
end of drive

Put on in
greeting room
Original route
end of drive

end of drive

N/A

N/A

in small lab
room

N/A

in small lab
room

Both IV &
SIM; balanced
by equipment
Full

Only SIM

Both IV & SIM; Only IV
balanced by
equipment
Full
Full

1. motion base
not working
2. driver’s side
mirror failed
½
participants

Shortened route
end of drive

SIM Drive – 2013. Participants drove a practice route that took approximately
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four minutes to assess for sickness and become accustomed to the SIM feedback on the
controls. Then they drove a fixed route that appeared similar to the real world
neighborhoods in Bozeman, Montana. The route took approximately 15 minutes and
participants performed it twice under eight different SIM conditions (three variables:
regular and low resolution settings; regular and low contrast settings; 270 degrees and 50
degrees width) with a 10 minute break between two drives. The participants whose first
drive was set to regular resolution and contrast, as well as full screen width (270
degrees), were selected for this analysis.
SIM Drive – 2014. Participants drove the same fixed route as SIM 2013. The
route took approximately 15 minutes and participants used in this analysis drove the route
once in regular contrast and resolution levels as well as used the full screen width (270
degrees).
IV Drive – 2013. Participants drove a fixed route through Bozeman, Montana,
during daylight hours avoiding heavily trafficked times and rain. Exterior video camera
lenses, vehicle windows, and vehicle headlights were cleaned before every participant’s
drive. The practice drive through the parking lot took approximately 5 minutes and the
study route took approximately 40-55 minutes. In this study we included a box truck at
two points on the route to assess people’s behaviors. There were two delay routes the
participant could take in order to ensure the box truck was positioned correctly at those
two points. One participant experienced the delay for Scenario 1 (circling one block) and
one participant experienced the delay for Scenario 2 (extended drive to allow the box
truck to park in the nearest legal position before the crosswalk); one additional driver
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experienced both delays. The start of the route and practice drives occurred on the
Montana State University campus.
IV Drive – 2014. Participants drove a shortened version of the 2013 fixed route
(reference map of the differences) through Bozeman, Montana, during daylight hours
avoiding heavily trafficked times and rain. Exterior video camera lenses, vehicle
windows, and vehicle headlights were cleaned before every participant’s drive. The
practice drive through the parking lot took approximately 5 minutes and the study route
took approximately 20-35 minutes. There was no box truck in this study or delay routes
for additional diversions. The start of the route and practice drives occurred on the
Montana State University campus.
Statistical Analyses
Participants were classified into a number of groups based on age (Novice,
Young, College and Adult), sex (male or female), and years of supervised and solo
driving experience. Qualitative and quantitative behavioral data collected from
participants and derived from applying various independent factors into the experiment
were used in the analyses.
Differences in baseline characteristics between participants were assessed using
linear mixed-effects models. Comparisons of the effect of various procedural treatments
on participants were completed by mixed model analysis using R (R Core Team, 2016).
The analyses were linear mixed-effect models with by-driver nested in byintersection random intercepts. The data was analysed using the R nlme package
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(Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2015) and pairwise comparisons of
groups used the R lsmeans package (Lenth, 2016). Each model was created specifically
to test the hypotheses of the fixed effect coefficients thus the models were not created for
prediction.
Three factors were used for the SIM malfunctions. The SIM lack of motion base
and failure of the driver’s side mirror (display screen was black) was noted as well as any
drivers who pointed out the mirror was blacked out.
For each hypothesis a model was created to test each of the five response
variables for the sex, driving experience, age at time of experimental drive. For the SIM
data, two indicator variables were used to account for a malfunction in the SIM in 2014.
The regression models were not used to predict responses but to determine which driving
behaviors were impacted by the procedural and personal traits. While regression models
are often used to predict outcomes, in this case the models were used in a hypothesis
testing manner; it was hypothesized that the inclusion of various independent variables
(procedural changes made during the experiments) in the model would better explain
driving behavior, therefore demonstrating that even minor alterations in procedural
consistency can augment results in studies of human behavior.
All assumptions for the various analytical methods applied were tested and met,
and a two-tailed p-value of 0.05 was considered significant throughout the analyses.
Important to note in some of the analyses that achieving parity with public driving
behaviors was the goal; that meant that the absence of a statistically significant difference
was the desirable result.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the experiment at the core of this research.
These results follow the method outlined in the previous chapter and answer the research
questions guiding this study. Each research question was answered with analyses
designed to address that particular research question. The guiding research questions and
their corresponding analyses are presented in turn.
Baseline Characteristics
Throughout “Experiment 1” in 2013, 14 participants were recruited (n=4 Novice,
n=5 Young, and n=5 Adult); of those participants, 36% (n=5) were female. In 2014’s
“Experiment 2”, 92 College age participants were recruited, of which 35% (n=32) were
female. All participant baseline characteristics and driving behavior data from
Experiments 1 and 2 were then synthesized and are reported below.
Research Question 1
The first analysis addresses the first research question. To reiterate, that research
question is: What are the effects of using non-experimental driving behaviors to establish
the convergent validity of experimental driving behavior?
Participant Summary Characteristics
A summary of all participants’ driving experience, stratified by age group, is
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provided in Table 8. Participant data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 was
amalgamated and each participant was then classified into a specific group based on
driving experience, as defined by reported number of supervised years and solo driving
years. The Novice and Young drivers randomized to the driving simulator (SIM) and
instrumented vehicle (IV) had similar mean ages (ranged from 16.6 to 17.1 years) and
Young had obtained their driving license at an older age (M=16.5 and 16. 6 years, SIM
and IV) compared to subjects in the Novice group (M=15.9 and 15.5 years, SIM and IV).
The Solo Driving experience (amount of time since driver’s license was obtained)
differed by selection, in that the Novice group had a mean of 0.5 years (SIM and IV) of
Solo Driving as opposed to Young mean 1.2 and 1.3 years (SIM and IV).
Table 8. Measurement Accuracy: Experimental Group Age and Driving Experience
Characteristics at time of Experimental Drive
Mean (SD) in years
Number
Age at Session
Obtained
(Male, Female)
Participation
License
Solo Driving
Supervised
Driving Simulator (1 intersection 2013 and 2014 data matched for Procedure 0)
Novice
4 (3,1)
16.9 (0.4)
16.46 (0.2)
0.48 (0.3)
0.56 (0.04)
Young
5 (3,2)
17.1 (0.2)
15.85 (0.2)
1.24 (0.2)
0.77 (0.3)
College
2 (2,0)
21.6 (0.04)
16.41 (0.6)
5.20 (0.6)
0.8 (0.3)
Adult
5 (3,2)
38.5 (2.9)
16.00 (0.08)
22.48 (2.9)
0.6 (0.3)
Public
116 (n/a)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Instrumented Vehicle (5 intersections 2013 and 2014 data matched for Procedure 16)
Novice
7 (2,5)
16.5 (0.2)
16.0 (0.4)
0.5 (0.2)
0.5 (0.1)
Young
7 (4,3)
16.8 (0.3)
15.5 (0.1)
1.3 (0.3)
0.5 (0.1)
College
3 (3,0)
20.9 (0.9)
16.3 (0.4)
4.6 (0.9)
0.4 (<.01)
Adult
11 (5,5)
32.8 (4.2)
15.8 (0.4)
17.0 (4.4)
0.5 (0.3)
Public
552 (n/a)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Group

The College drivers’ mean age was 21.6 and 20.9 years (SIM and IV) and they
had been licensed at mean ages of 16.4 and 16.3 years (SIM and IV) and had been Solo
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Driving for a mean of 5.2 and 4.7 years (SIM and IV). The Adult drivers group (aged M=
38.5 and 33.9 years when they drove the SIM and IV) had obtained their license at a
mean age of 16.0 and 15. 7 years (SIM and IV) and had been licensed to drive solo for a
mean 22.5 and 18.6 years (SIM and IV).
Comparison between Experimental
Driver Groups and Non-Experimental Drivers
IV vs Public Driving Behavior. Three of the four measures between the IV
experimental drivers and the public drivers were significantly different. The mean
average approach speed of the Novice and Adult drivers were slower than the public
(public: M=19.9, 95% CI [18.1, 21.7]; Novice: M=17.9 km/h, 95% CI [15.5, 20.3], p=
0.003 vs. public; Adult: M=17.7 km/h, 95% CI [15.5, 19.9], p= 0.002 vs. public). The
Young and College drivers’ AAS were not significantly different than the public (Figure
10). For both LD-20 and LD-0, all experimental groups drove closer to the curb than the
public (LD-20: p≤0.009; LD-0: p≤0.001, Figure 11). SL in general was not significantly
different between all experimental vs. non-experimental drivers, though it appeared that
College and Adult drivers stopped closer to the legal stop line than the public (Figure 12).
The mixed-effect model information can be found in Appendix A (Table 15).
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Figure 10. Instrumented Vehicle: 95% Confidence Intervals for Mean Average Approach
Speed of Non-Experimental (Public) and Experimental Driver Groups
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Figure 11. Instrumented Vehicle: 95% Confidence Intervals for Mean Lateral Distance
from Curb at 20m and 0m Mark of Non-Experimental (Public) and Experimental Driver
Groups
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Figure 12. Instrumented Vehicle: 95% Confidence Intervals for Mean Stopping Location
(Relative to Legal Stop Line) of Non-Experimental (Public) and Experimental Driver
Groups
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SIM vs Public Driving Behavior. All experimental SIM groups (Novice, Young,
College and Adult) had a mean average approach speed that was slower than the public
drivers (M=7.9, 10.5, 14.3, 9.3km/h vs 22km/h, p≤0.001, respectively – 95% CIs shown
in Figure 13). The Novice, Young and Adult SIM drivers also drove closer to the curb
than public drivers at LD-20 (M=2.0, 1.9, and 1.7 vs 3.7m, p≤0.001, respectively) and
LD-0 (M=1.4, 1.5, and 1.4 vs 2.9m, p≤0.001, respectively) (95% CI shown in Figure 14).
College drivers were also significantly different than the public at LD-20 (M=2.6 vs
3.7m, p=0.04, respectively) but College drivers at LD-0 were not significantly different
than public drivers.
Unlike the IV experiment, the SIM scenario did not include a truck that was
typically parked at the 20m line, so the change in LD-20 and LD-0 distances observed in
the IV were not seen in the SIM; this could be attributed to absence of the standard
pickup occupying space along the SIM curb.
Mean stopping distance of experimental SIM drivers had only 14 data points. The
model was run without the year factor and the results are presented. The SIM drivers
stopped close to or before the stop line. In comparison, public drivers stopped a mean
3.4m after the legal stop line (M=-3.4m, 95% CI [-5.7m, -1.2m]) (Figure 15). The mixedeffect models can be found in Appendix A (Table 14).
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Figure 13. Driving Simulator: 95% Confidence Intervals for Mean Average Approach
Speed of Non-Experimental (Public) and Experimental Driver Groups
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Figure 14. Driving Simulator: 95% Confidence Intervals for Mean Lateral Distance from
Curb at 20m and 0m Mark of Non-Experimental (Public) and Experimental Driver
Groups
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Figure 15. Driving Simulator: 95% Confidence Intervals for Mean Stopping Location
(Relative to Legal Stop Line) of Non-Experimental (Public) and Experimental Driver
Groups
Multiple Comparisons
between Experimental Driver Groups
The Novice, Young, College and Adult driving group means were tested with
Tukey’s multiple comparisons of means using Satterthwaite’s method for unequal
variances within the lsmeans package in R (Lenth, 2016). There were no significant
differences between SIM or IV groups for AAS, LD-20, LD-0 and SL.
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Summary – Research Question 1
Overall, few experimental age group driver behaviors were the same as public
driving behaviors (Table 9). The convergent validity of the IV showed some absolute
behavioral validity where all age group SL and the College and Young AAS were the
same as the public drivers. The SIM had poor convergent validity with no absolute
behavioral validity.
Table 9. Research Question 1: Experimental to Public Driver Group Difference Summary
Average
Lateral
Lateral
SIM Results
Approach
Distance at
Distance at 0m
Stopping
IV Results
Speed (km/h)
20m (m)
(m)
Location (m)
Non-Experiment
Public

22.0
19.9

3.7
3.3

2.9
2.8

-3.4
-2.1

Experimental
Novice
Experimental
Young
Experimental
College
Experimental
Adult
* p≤.001

7.9*
17.9 p=.003
10.5*

2.0*
2.6*
1.9*
2.4*
2.6 p=.04
2.3*
1.7*
2.5*

1.4*
1.9*
1.5*
1.8*

0.0*

14.3*
9.3*
17.7 p=.002

-0.6*
4.2*

1.9*
1.4*
2.0*

0.6*

Research Question 2
The second analyses address the second research question. To reiterate, that
research question is: How do the effects of manipulating procedural settings, instruction
delivery, instruction content and debriefing affect the measurement accuracy of
experimental driving behavior?
Participant Summary Characteristics
This specific research question was assessed using data from Experiment 2
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(2014). College IV drivers’ mean age was 20.19 years (SD= 1.23 years) and they had
been licensed to drive for a mean 4.21 years (SD= 1.38 years). The College SIM drivers
group (aged M=19.75 years, SD=1.33 years) had obtained their license at a mean age of
16.16 years (SD= 0.79 years) and had been licensed to drive solo for a mean 3.59 years
(SD= 1.37 years) (Table 10). Specific values for participant characteristics for each
treatment and research vehicle allocation are provided in Appendix <<>>.
Table 10. Procedural Manipulation: Driving Experience Characteristics at time of
Experimental Drive
Mean (SD) in years

Group
College
Public
College
Public

Number
Age at Session
Obtained
(Male, Female)
Participation
License
Solo Driving
Driving Simulator (1 intersection 2014 data)
47 (31,16)
20.19 (1.23)
15.98 (0.79)
4.21 (1.38)
57 (n/a)
n/a
n/a
n/a
Instrumented Vehicle (5 intersections 2014 data)
44 (28,16)
19.6 (1.3)
16.2 (0.9)
3.59 (1.37)
235 (n/a)
n/a
n/a
n/a

Supervised
0..70 (0.42)
n/a
0.63 (0.53)
n/a

Independent Analysis of Each
Procedural Variable and Behavioral Response
The procedural variables (attire, researcher proximity to driver in vehicle,
instructional delivery mode and hypothesis statement) did not appear to explain
differences in LD-20 and stopping distance between experimental drivers and the general
public when each variable was considered independently. In the IV, attire, proximity and
delivery mode did elicit similar behaviors for average approach speeds. In the SIM only
proximity was similar at LD-0.
For the IV drivers in which the researcher wore casual attire, rather than formal
attire, they had similar AAS when compared to public drivers. Similarly, researcher
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proximity to the driver, sitting in the rear of the vehicle, was comparable to public
average approach speeds. Also, video instruction delivery was not different than public
driver AAS, whereas IV drivers who received reading and spoken instructions were
(p≤0.01 vs. public).
For drivers allocated to the SIM, it was observed that researcher proximity, in this
case, in the control room resulted in no significant difference between LD-0 and public
drivers. Significantly, all other variables resulted in SIM behavior differences when
compared to the observed public driving behavior.
Analysis of Procedural
Variable Treatment Combinations
Treatments to Explain Public Driving Behaviors. Ultimately, the goal of the
various treatment applications was to observe whether a specific combination of the
procedural variables would result in an exact or very similar match in driving behaviors
for experimental drivers compared to the general public. In short, there was no treatment
which resulted in a perfectly favorable comparison between the experimental and public
drivers’ mean AAS, LD-20, LD-0, or stopping distance. The three most accurate
combinations in which the experimental drivers in both the SIM and IV resembled public
drivers were Treatments 4, 14, and 15 (Table 11). The treatment in which observed SIM
and IV driving behavior differed most significantly from the general public was
Treatment 1 (formal clothing, sitting in front seat, video instructions and no hypothesis
stated).
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Table 11. Treatment Combinations that Compared Most Favorably (4, 14, & 15) with
Public Behaviors and Most Dissimilar (1) in research vehicles (IV and SIM) to favorably
compare with public driving behaviors.
Hypothesis Stated?
Yes
Instruction Delivery
Treatment # in Cell
Casual

Researcher
Attire
Formal

Spoken

Video

12

Read

No
Instruction Delivery
Spoken

9

Video

Read

11

10

Researcher*
Location

Front
Rear

15ǂ

14Ɨ

16-NSF

13

Researcher
Location

Front

3

2

4*

1^

Rear

8

5

7

6

* average approach speed (p≤.03 vs. public)
Ɨ lateral distance from curb at 20m (p≤.03 vs. public)
ǂ lateral distance from curb at 20m (p≤.03 vs. public)
^ average approach speed, lateral distance from curb at 20m and at 0m (p<0.01 vs. public)

Treatments Including the Debriefing
Variables to Explain Public Driving Behaviors. The inclusion of the postexperiment debriefing variables (participant understanding of study purpose, suspicions
about what would happen in the experiment and self-admitted changes in driving
behavior resulted in an even closer match between IV and non-experimental driving
behaviors. Without debriefing variables, Treatment 4 was a match for three of four
response variables (Table 11). Interestingly, incorporating the debriefing variables
resulted in Treatment 4 matching all four response variables (AAS, LD-20, LD-0 and
SL). That is, when the researcher wore formal attire, sat in the front seat, delivered the
instructions by speaking and did not state the study hypothesis, the mean IV
experimental driving behaviors most closely matched the mean public driving
behaviors.
However, this enhancement was not seen in experimental drivers allocated to the
SIM. Overall, it was noted that when any three of the four procedural elements (formal
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attire, front seat researcher proximity, no hypothesis stated, and spoken instructional
delivery) were included in the IV or SIM analysis models, the behavior of the study
participants more closely represented observed public driving behaviors.
Summary – Research Question 2
The absolute behavioral validity in the IV was achieved for all four measures,
AAS, LD-20, LD-0 and SL, through including the treatment combination that included
formal attire, researcher sat in the front seat, researcher delivered the instructions by
speaking and researcher did not state the study hypothesis as well as incorporating the
debriefing variables in the linear mixed effect model.
Research Question 3
The third analyses address the third research question. To reiterate, that research
question is: How do individual differences in drivers affect the responses to procedural
manipulations? What are their relationships among procedural variables in experimental
driving settings?
Participant Summary Characteristics
For the analyses in this section the same groups in Table 8 were used (from
Research Question 1). There was not enough information to calculate the SIM SL
variable as only 11 of 16 drivers stopped.
Driver Sex Comparisons
There were no significant differences between males and females in the SIM,
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while accounting for driving age and experience. In the IV, male mean AAS was 1.8
km/h slower (p=0.03) than female AAS (M=22.2 km/h). The mixed model information
can be found in Appendix J, Table 23 and Table 24.
Male (M=9.4 km/h, p≤0.001) and female (M=8.6 km/h, p≤0.001) SIM drivers’
AAS, on average, were significantly slower than the public drivers (M=20.9 km/h). The
male and female drivers also drove closer to the curb at LD-20 and LD-0 (for both LDs,
M=2.0 and 1.9m; p≤0.001) than public drivers (M=3.7m and 2.7m, respectively). SL in
the SIM was significantly closer than the public to the legal stop line for males who
stopped a mean 0.4m before the stop line (p=0.03) and females mean of 0m, which is at
the stop line (p=0.049) whereas the public stopped on average 3.3m after the legal stop
line. Male and female IV drivers drove closer to the curb at LD-20 (both M=2.5m,
p≤0.001) and LD-0 (both M=2.0m, p≤0.001) than public drivers (M=3.3m and 2.8m,
respectively; p≤0.001). AAS and SL were not significant for IV drivers. The mixed
model information can be found in Appendix J, Table 25 and Table 26.
Male driver AAS was a little faster in the SIM and a little slower in the IV
compared to female drivers but the two experimental groups behaved similarly when
compared to public behaviors.
Social Desirability
Social desirability was only statistically significant in one IV variable. In the SIM,
no significance occurred. For IV drivers, a one point increase in a MC score resulted in a
mean AAS decrease of -0.5 km/h (p=0.004). Appendix J, shows the SIM (Table 27) and
IV (Table 28) mixed effects model information.
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Trait Anxiety
In a significant effect of the SIM, for each unit of increase in the TA score, the
mean AAS decreased 0.8 km/hr (p=0.03). Also significant with each increase in TA
score, was the interaction between TA score and sex (M=1.5 km/h, p=0.01). When male
TA scores increased, so did their AAS, in contrast as female TA scores increased, their
AAS decreased. No significant differences occurred for LD-20 and LD-0.
Similarly, in the IV, a one unit TA score increase resulted in a mean AAS
decrease of 0.5 km/h (p=0.004). For LD-20, TA score was significant but had a mean
difference of less than 0.01m (p=0.02). The TA interaction with driver sex in LD-20 was
a statistically significant mean of 0.02m (p=0.003) where females with higher TA scores
drove further away from the curb, while males with high TA scores drove closer to the
curb (Figure 16). When accounting for the TA score in the model, males drove 0.8m
closer to the curb at LD-20 than females (p=0.02). LD-0 and SL were not significantly
different. The mixed model information is in Appendix J, Table 29 and Table 30.
Higher TA scores mean lower AAS in both research vehicles. It appears that
males with higher TA scores have a faster AAS in the SIM and in the IV drive closer to
the curb at LD-20; females with high TA are opposite in that they have a slower AAS in
the SIM and drive further from the curb in the IV.
Social Desirability and Trait Anxiety Interaction
When MC and TA scores were both in the mixed model (Appendix J, Table 31
and Table 32) the IV model had no significant differences for any of the four response
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Figure 16. Interaction between TA score and driver sex at LD-20 (p=0.003)
variables. SIM driver’s mean AAS decreased by 3.3 km/h for each unit increase in the
TA score (p=0.046). AAS was also affected by the interaction between TA and MC
scores (M=0.18 km/h, p=0.048); this was characterized by high TA scores and changes in
MC scores. A high TA score and high MC score resulted in higher AAS. High TA scores
and low MC scores had lower AAS (Figure 17).
Driving Anxiety
In both research vehicles no significant differences were found relating the
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driving anxiety measures to the four response variables (mixed model information is in
Appendix J, Table 33 and Table 34).

Figure 17. MC and TA Interaction in the SIM
Driving Anxiety and Trait Anxiety Interaction
The interactions between the two anxiety scales showed no significant differences
in the SIM.
LD-0 for IV drivers had statistically significant interactions between TA & CAUT
(M=-0.02m, p≤0.001). As TA increases and CAUT increases, the IV was driven closer to
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the curb (Figure 18). On the other hand, as TA increased and CAUT decreased, the IV
was driven further away from the curb. The main effect of CAUT had IV drivers 0.8m
(p≤0.001) further away from the curb.

Figure 18. LD-0 for IV of Interaction Between TA and CAUT scores
The main effect of ANG score was for each increase in ANG unit, the IV was
driven 0.8m closer to the curb (p=0.01). An interaction effect between ANG and TA was
statistically significant (M=0.02m, p=0.01). Drivers with higher TA scores and higher
ANG scores drove further from the curb than drivers who had high TA scores and low
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ANG scores.

Figure 19. LD-0 for IV of Interaction Between TA and ANG scores
AAS, LD-20 and SL had no significant effect from DBS and TA interactions (all
mixed model information is in Appendix J, Table 35 and Table 36).
Summary – Research Question 3
This research question looked at driver’s characteristics of social desirability, trait
anxiety and driving anxiety as a function of their experimental driving behaviors (Table
12). There was little difference between male and female experimental drivers (SIM and
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IV) or even when comparing male and female experimental behavior to the public.
Compared to the public, both male and female drivers drove closer to the curb in research
vehicles. The SIM drivers’ AAS was much slower and they stopped earlier (closer to the
legal stop line) than the public drivers who stopped.
SIM AAS tended to be affected by experimental driver TA scores and TA
interactions with either MC or driver sex. Generally higher TA scores meant lower AAS
values but interactions with high MC scores and males tended to increase AAS. The
driving anxiety scores did not help explain driving behaviors in the SIM.
The IV AAS was affected by TA score alone. More often IV measures for LD-20
and LD-0 were impacted by statistically significant differences relating to sex (where
females drive the IV further away from the curb than males); TA (interaction with high
TA males driving closer to curb than high TA females); and TA interaction with driving
anxiety scores (high TA and high ANG drivers drove farther away from curb while high
TA and high CAUT drivers drove closer to the curb).
From these analyses, TA and it’s interactions with other variables tended to show
significant differences between drivers in AAS, LD-20 and LD-0. TA also interacted with
driver sex and resulted in opposing driving behaviors between the sexes even though TA
scores were similar. AAS was affected by sex, MC and TA scores but not driving anxiety
scores. Interestingly, scores from the Driving Behavior Survey did not significantly relate
to AAS, LD-20, LD-0 or SL in either research vehicle but when interactions with TA
were considered LD-0 showed some differences.
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Table 12. Research Question 3: Individual Differences Summary of Significant Findings
SIM Results
IV Results

Average
Approach Speed

Experimental
Drivers’ Sex Males ↑ than
Differences Females
Both ↓ than
Experimental
public
Drivers’ Sex
Differences
Compared to
Public
Social
Desirability

Trait Anxiety

Social
Desirability
Trait Anxiety

Lateral Distance
at 20m

Lateral Distance
at 0m

Stopping
Location
n/a

Both nearer to
curb than public

Both nearer to
curb than public

Both nearer to
curb than public

Both nearer to
curb than public

Both at or before
legal stop line,
public stopped
after line

n/a
High MC ↓
High TA ↓;
High TA farther;
Male high TA ↑; Males nearer;
Female high TA ↓
Female high TA
farther;
Male high TA
nearer
High TA ↓
High TA ↓;
High TA & MC ↑;
High TA & Low MC
↓

n/a

n/a

n/a

Driving
Anxiety

n/a

Driving
Anxiety and
Trait Anxiety

High ANG nearer;
High TA & ANG
farther;
High TA & Low
ANG nearer;
High CAUT
farther;
High TA & CAUT
nearer;
High TA & Low
CAUT farther;
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This research project focused on quantifying the effects of various procedural
manipulations and individual characteristics on participant behavior in an experimental
setting. While driving behavior was selected as a general experimental model in which to
assess these effects, the overarching conclusions drawn from the results can be applied to
other behavioral experimental settings in which the accuracy, validity, and therefore
generalizability of experimental results in comparison to the real-world are of critical
importance.
In general, participant driving behaviors in a SIM and IV environment were
assessed and objectively compared to observed driving behaviors of the general public.
Manipulations of various procedural variables – including researcher attire, proximity to
participant during the experiment, instructional delivery, and statement of hypothesis –
were introduced in random combinations to experimental drivers to determine which
methodological approach resulted in experimental drivers behaving most comparatively
to their real-world counterparts.
A number of key findings were noted; a) while IV behaviors were similar to
public behaviors, SIM behaviors were not close, b) including debriefing variables of
participants’ understanding of the experiment, in addition to formal attire, front seat,
spoken delivery and no hypothesis statement, resulted in no differences between those IV
drivers and public driving behaviors – the same could not be said of the SIM, c) trait
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anxiety was the most prevalent characteristic that explained changes in driving behavior
on its own and through interactions with driver sex, social desirability and driving
anxiety. Ultimately, the data generated from this research project support the hypotheses
that alterations in procedural methods and consideration of individual participant
characteristics are key components to the validity and generalizability of the results in
human psychological or behavioral research.
Regarding accuracy of the research equipment, the drivers in the IV were better
able to replicate or match public driving behaviors than the drivers in the SIM for AAS,
LD-20, LD-0 and SL. While relative validity in the SIM was expected, the values were
quite different when compared to the general public behaviors at the same stop-controlled
intersection.
A methodological problem arises when attempting to generalize simulator
behaviors to driver crash risks in the real world. Few driving simulator studies were
found that compared public driving behaviors to the simulated scenarios that were created
for participants to operate within the simulators yet generalization about crash risks are
made from driving behaviors measured in simulators. Without an appropriate reference
level the methods currently used are not generalizable to crash risks public drivers face
and may be misleading the general driving public with lower than actual values.
The findings from the first research question about accuracy also were reflected in
the second research question regarding the ability of the procedure to elicit closer to
public driving behaviors. More significant differences occurred between the SIM and
public drivers than were seen between the IV and public. In fact, the IV was able to
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obtain one treatment combination that was the same as public drivers (not significantly
different) on all four measures (AAS, LD-20, LD-0). This was the goal of the procedural
manipulations; to attain parity between research vehicle and public. This required
including the participants’ understanding of their own behavior, suspicions and
experiment purpose. Unfortunately, but not unexpected as the bulk of driving research
shows, the SIM behaviors did not achieve that absolute match in behavioral validity.
While different instruments have measured anxiety in driving, the information
reported in driving studies has shown slower speeds with higher types of anxiety
(Schmidt-Daffy, 2012). The findings in the individual differences research question point
to Trait Anxiety as an explanatory variable for three response variables tested in this
research (AAS, LD-20, and LD-0). Driving anxiety alone was not related to the
behavioral response variables measured in this research but when combined with TA it
explained LD-0 in the IV. TA explained interactions with driver sex. Female participants
with high TA scores approached the stop controlled intersection slowly but male AAS
increased as TA scores increased.
It was anticipated that a repressor interaction would be noticeable in driving
behaviors. This was not the case with these variables. When participants had low TA
scores it did not matter what the MC score was (the repressor would have had high MC)
the behaviors were the same; however when TA was high, there were differences
between MC scores. TA scores tended to underlie and better explain driver behaviors in
both the SIM and IV.
The three dimensions of driving anxiety, ANG, CAUT and DEF, did not explain
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behavior on their own but in combination with the TA scores. High TA scores interacted
with ANG and CAUT at LD-0 contradicting the main effect. For example high ANG
drivers drove closer to the curb at the legal stop line but if they had high TA scores, they
drove farther away from the curb. CAUT drivers drove farther away from the curb but
when TA was high, high CAUT drivers drove closer to the curb. Generalized anxiety,
TA, then appears to dominate these measures.
Interestingly, TA was significantly different more often in the analyses conducted
for the SIM rather than the IV response variables. Sex differences also were more
prevalent in the SIM than the IV. The research equipment and its corresponding
consequences of operation may be influencing the participant behaviors; however, the
information gathered in this study was not directed to understanding why this occurred.
These experiments are not without several limitations. First, the simulator motion
base was not working in 2014 and as the experiment was underway the driver’s side
mirror display stopped working as well. The analyses used a variable to denote these
differences in the analysis in order to absorb the variation that could have been as a result
of this mishap. The SL was affected by the accuracy of the global positioning system
(GPS) in the IV. Visual review of the reported GPS location was used to confirm the stop
line and 20m approach line for the LD-0 and LD-20 values but there was no way to
visually confirm the actual IV stopping location. Combining people from different
studies in different years did introduce variability but some of that was accounted for
with the year variable. The limitations were addressed as best they could be in the
analyses. Use of linear mixed models helped account for individual driver differences to
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better discriminate for fixed effects.
This study is novel and contributes to refining aspects of procedures to elicit
“realistic” behaviors in an experimental setting and was substantiated by using public
behaviors as an objective comparator.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS
The focus on procedural manipulation, personal characteristics and the explicit
collection of participant’s understanding (of the experiment purpose, suspicions and their
own changes in behavior) was modeled to explain the difference between experimental
behaviors and non-experimental behaviors. After analyzing driving behaviors in the
driving simulator and instrumented vehicle and comparing them to general public driving
behaviors while altering procedural methods; we found a number of key findings; a) the
instrumented vehicle reflected public driving behavior more closely than the driving
simulator but average approach speeds were significantly different, b) one specific
combination elicited the same behaviors as the driving public, and c) trait anxiety
explained interactions between sexes and other personal characteristic variables.
The findings from this study have added new perspectives to previously published
literature. Comparisons of public behavior to experimental behavior in publications are
rare. Here, these comparisons were performed to determine specific procedure changes to
be used with experimental participants to obtain absolute validity with public driving
behaviors. Social desirability, trait anxiety and driving anxiety had been compared to
self-reported behaviors. Moving the body of knowledge beyond self-reports, those same
personal traits were explained here with objectively measured driving behaviors in both
the instrumented vehicle and driving simulator. In general, we believe this data supports
alterations in four aspects of procedure and participant reflections about the study
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contribute to explaining the changes in driver behaviors seen in experimentation.
Future Research
These findings indicate areas for future exploration to determine what
mechanisms underlie the experimental behavior changes. Studies focusing on
experimental method manipulations could explore and establish which behavior metrics
are affected by the procedural differences in experiments. Differences between sex, for
example, average approach speed results were consistent, but further exploration of the
sex distances from the curb are indicated. The interaction with trait and driving anxiety
and curb distance were noted in this analysis but determining why these effects occurred
was beyond this study’s purpose. Also beyond the current purpose was developing an
understanding why trait anxiety was a significant contributor to differences in the driving
simulator but not the instrumented vehicle. In addition, physiological responses while
driving may be able to explain trait anxiety effects. Future work in transportation safety
can use experimental results in the context of behavioral validity.
Summary
While this experiment included a systematic model of driving behaviors, these
results hold general implications in all psychological studies. The general
recommendation from these findings is that any experiment with humans should take into
account procedural methods and should report them in the literature for enhanced
replicability. Specifically, it appears that consideration of certain procedural methods,
including formal research attire, closer researcher proximity, spoken instructions, and no
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explicit hypothesis, is crucial to collecting accurate and valid data from human
participants in behavioral research studies. Moreover, researchers should aim to design
their studies and statistical analyses such that the consideration of trait anxiety is
appropriately accounted for and to include variables that encompass post-experimental
debriefing information about purpose, suspicion and change.
In conclusion, while further prospective studies in this area are required, this
research demonstrates the impact of procedural manipulation and participant
characteristics on experimental driving behavior and may also reflect the importance of
these variables on the accuracy, validity, and generalizability of behavioral data collected
in an experimental setting. All of which deserve greater attention to consistency across
studies in study design and publication reporting.
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Figure 20. Page 1 of the protocol that participants read in the greeting room just before
going to the research vehicle. This example contains the hypothesis. If the participant was
assigned "No Hypothesis" the first paragraph was removed and only the second
paragraph appeared.
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Figure 21. Instructions for the IV Controls, Page 1
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Figure 22. Instructions for the IV Controls, Page 2
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Figure 23. Instructions for the IV Controls, Page 3
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Figure 24. Instructions for the IV Controls, Page 4
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Figure 25. Instructions Before the Main Drive, Page 1
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Coding of the Debriefing Survey
For each variable PURP, SUSP and CHGE a proportion of correct or yes answers
was determined. Multiple questions related to one variable (Table 13). The proportion
added the count across all questions and then divided by the total number of responses
within each question (including inaccurate answers). For example, if they stated they
were not sure what the experiment was about and didn’t know what we were trying to
study for Questions 1 and 2 their PURP score was zero. If drivers stated the instructions
didn’t change their behavior and they just drove normally but said that the correct way to
drive was with their hands at 10 and 2, they received a score of 1/3 – or 0.33 that a
change in behavior was necessary when driving in the study.
Table 13. Coding Scheme for Debriefing Variables
Coding of Participant Responses
Coded 0
Positive Count
Add to Total Count
Indicator
Indicator
PURP
Question 1 unsure or didn’t know behavior, differences, attention, distraction,
equipment,
evaluation of driving
Question 2 and this was only
response to both
experiment, safety,
performance, eye
questions
emotions/traits
movement
CHGE
Question 4 No change, no one
Said they changed,
n/a
described correct way
Question 5 correct way to drive
to drive
Question 6 for all questions
SUSP
Question 3 No suspicions for all
Stated they were
n/a
suspicious, listed
Question 7 questions
events they expected
Question 8
to occur while driving
(like a person jumping
out in front of them),
expected deception
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Debriefing Survey Questions that were verbally asked of participants
1. What did you think this experiment was all about?
2. What did you think we were looking for or trying to study?
3. During the experiment and before this questionnaire was given, what
suspicions did you have, if any?
4. Did the instructions given to you affect your driving behavior? Please
explain/Can you tell me more about that?
5. How did you go about deciding how you were going to perform or drive in
this session?
6. Did you think that the experimenter might have expected that you drive in
a certain way? In other words, was there a correct way to drive? Please
explain/Can you tell me more about that?
7. In this experiment, no deception was used. The experimenter wanted to
observe how you normally drive. Did you ever suspect deception was
being used? Yes No
8. When the experimenter gave you directions in the vehicle, they expected
that you would drive normally. Did you ever suspect that you were being
deceived? Yes No
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2013 Recruitment Efforts
There were 3,758 teens aged 14-17 (1,906 male and 1,852 female) in Gallatin
County, Montana according to the 2010 US Census 1. Assuming their birthdays are evenly
distributed each month, that results in approximately 934 teens that were eligible (aged
16.25 to 17.25) for participation in this study in Gallatin County starting June 2013. At
August 31st 2013 there were 79 respondents meeting the age criteria of 16.25 to 17.25 of
which 46 qualified (passed the pre-screening for licensure date and simulator sickness)
for participation. This did not include participants that had already completed the study
before they aged out. The following avenues for teen (and adult*) recruitment were
pursued:
Classified Advertising* (May 8-June 7)
● Bozeman Daily Chronicle
● Livingston/Belgrade
Craigslist Advertising* (March 2013 – present)
● Bozeman/Belgrade
High School Posters (May 2013)
● Bozeman High
o Also set up a table at lunch on June 12, 2013 to recruit potential
participants

1

U. S. Census Bureau, Population Division. (2013). Annual Estimates of the Resident
Population for Selected Age Groups by Sex for the United States, States, Counties, and
Puerto Rico Commonwealth and Municipios: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2012: Gallatin
County, Montana. Retrieved August 21, 2013, from
http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=PE
P_2012_PEPAGESEX&prodType=table
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●
●
●
●

Belgrade High
Manhattan Christian
Three Forks
Livingston

Community Groups
● 4-H Newsletters
o Gallatin County – May 2013
o State wide notice via email listserv for extension agents and support staff –
June 2013
● Boy/Girl Scouts – Bozeman
● Church mail-outs June 2013
MSU (June 2013)
● Facebook
● Twitter
● Announcements
● Outdoor Poster Boards
● Summer Transportation Institute Camp for Teens
● MSU Sports Camps for Teens
● Campus Residences
Community Board Postings (May 2013)
● grocery stores
● farm supply stores
● salons
● electronics repair stores
● coffee shops
● public library
● downtown main street
Community Events
● Music on Main, July 18th – downtown free music festival table and research car
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APPENDIX D
PARTICIPANT PRESCREENING INFORMATION
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Participant Information
For each participant, we pre-screened for simulator sickness, color blindness and
20/40 or better visual acuity. The following information was gathered online (and
confirmed) during the first experimental session:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Age (using Birthdate)
Sex
Date Driver’s License was obtained
Date Learner’s Permit was obtained or licensing process was started
Driving Experience:
a. Supervised driving experience was derived from the date the learner’s
permit was issued to the date of licensure.
b. Driving experience was derived from the date the driver’s license was
issued to the date of the last experimental session
c. Overall driving experience was derived from the date the learner’s permit
was issued to the last experimental session.
6. Annual Mileage
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APPENDIX E
GEO-SPECIFIC SIMULATOR
SCENARIO METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
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Geo-specific Simulator Scenario – Method of Measurement
The specific intersection measured the fixed objects such as houses, fences,
sidewalk, driveway, trees, shrubs and any other objects within 200m of the intersection:
1. On location – walked route and sketched out location of fixed objects
a. took video of route announcing intersections
b. reviewed route for conspicuous objects (fire hydrant at right side of
intersection noted)
c. recommend walking in the direction the driver will travel
d. fences, bushes, trees, houses, signs, etc.
e. pavement entries, driveways, etc.
2. At office – translated sketches to MS Visio drawings
3. On location – measured objects using one reference point for each side of street
(also provided an opportunity to double check that we had drawn everything in
the original sketch) and also took pictures of
a. laser measurer works better in less sunny conditions (Leica DISTO pro 4)
i. measured height of bushes and trees close to the intersection
ii. distances from sidewalk to houses
b. rolling wheel (C.H. Hanson Co. Mechanical Measuring Wheel Model
3112)
i. roadway profile
ii. distance from intersection reference point back along route
c. digital camera (Canon PowerShot G10)
i. pictures of unusual signs
d. digital video camera (Sony Handycam DCR-SX41)
i. drive through scenario to see if there are conspicuity issues to be
addressed in simulator
4. At office – put measurements (all converted to meters) on the MS Visio drawings,
then double checked for missing data
5. On location – gathered missing data
6. At office – completed MS Visio drawings (Figure 3)
Drawings were then used to create the measurement specific simulator scenarios.
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Figure 26. Geo-specific intersection drawings for the simulator scenario that was
designed to match real world measurements and approaching 100m
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APPENDIX F

METHOD OF PUBLIC DRIVING BEHAVIOR MEASUREMENT
ABSTRACT FOR PAGE, VELAZQUEZ & CLAUDIO (2014)
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Collecting Non-Experimental Driving Behaviors:
A Method Leading to External Validation of Experimental Outcomes
Lenore T. Page, Maria Velazquez, David Claudio
Montana State University
Human factors research in transportation safety has not clearly demonstrated how
experimental behaviors are related to public driving behaviors. The appropriateness of
determining external validity measures has been debated, and it is known that external
validity is not a necessary component in research if those findings do not need to transfer
outside of that context; however, results in the transportation safety community are
frequently generalized, if improperly, to a stated risk in public driving situations. Few
studies have validated driving behavior between experimental and non-experimental
(observed behavior in public) settings. Proposed is an empirical method to establish a
baseline of non-experimental driving behaviors to compare with experimental driving
behaviors. This method involves video recording public driving behaviors during the
same time interval that data collection occurs in the real world (IV) and virtual world
(SIM). These video recorded non-experimental driving behaviors at locations along an
experimental route can then be compared to experimental driving behaviors in IVs and
SIM scenarios (if developed) to establish empirical differences and potentially contribute
to measures of external validity. This method introduces collecting non-experimental
driving behavior in order to establish methods that will generalize experimental results as
they relate to public driving situations.
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APPENDIX G
DATA CODING AND VIDEO ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC DRIVER BEHAVIORS
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Data Collection
1. Set up video camera test video to see if location gets good view, then press record
a. Used trees or posts nearby to place camera
b. Used pole that was 15’ high strapped to trees or posts
2. Set up calibration mat using edge of sidewalk as reference to go forward
(longitudinally) and across (laterally) the stop area.
3. Calibration mat has 26 stripes placed 25 cm apart from each other, each stripe is
5cm wide.
4. Set up calibration mat 20 m away from stop sign (most intersections this is the
case except two as the stop line at those locations are one meter before the stop
sign).
Video Analysis
1. Screen ViewSonic 17 model Qtso75000317 screen resolution 1680x1050
2. Enlarged video to max size on QuickTime Player version 7.7.4 (1680.76) to get
frame numbers on video.
3. Taped transparency film in place on screen and drew lines at edge of video to
detect camera creep/movement for every video
a. When camera moved off any point data not used
4. Drew lines on transparency to match the calibration mat stripes on the video
a. When camera angle was too low to see strips or contrast too difficult video
was not used for the analysis
b. If it rained no data was used. When rain/snow stopped, resumed data
analysis
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APPENDIX H

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 1: MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
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Research Question 1 Linear Mixed Effect Model Information
Table 14. Research Question 1: SIM vs Public, Mixed Model Information Summary
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.291
0.064
0.036
0.300
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.115
0.526
0.386
1.119
o Residual (SD)
1.168
0.197
0.145
0.420
Fixed Effects in Model: Experimental Group + Year* + Day of Week
Number of Observations
115
67
115
14
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
1
* not in stop location
Table 15. Research Question 1: IV vs Public, Mixed Model Information Summary
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.980
0.349
0.414
0.512
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.332
0.479
0.468
1.322
o Residual (SD)
1.302
0.191
0.186
0.504
Fixed Effects in Model: Experimental Group + Year + Day of Week
Number of Observations
360
155
440
49
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
5
5
5
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Table 16. Research Question 1: IV Participants Only,
Mixed Model Information Summary
Response Variable
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.624
0.586
0.441
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.735
0.244
0.247
o Residual (SD)
1.439
0.116
0.111
Fixed Effects in Model: Experimental Group + Year + Day of Week
Number of Observations
198
146
196
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5

Stop
Location
0.508
1.912
0.722
92
5

Table 17. Research Question 1: SIM Participants Only,
Mixed Model Information Summary
Response Variable
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.987
0.073
0.082
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.949
0.290
0.327
o Residual (SD)
1.481
0.109
0.123
Fixed Effects in Model: Experimental Group + Year + Day of Week
Number of Observations
16
16
16
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1

Stop
Location
0.367
1.215
0.456
11
1
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Table 18. Experiment 2: Participant Characteristics by Treatment and Research Vehicle
Mean (SD) in Years
Age at
Research
Session
Obtained
Solo
Vehicle Treatment Participation
License
Driving
Supervised
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

21.6 (0.0)
20.8 (1.4)
19.2 (0.5)
20.7 (1.7)
20.0 (1.2)
19.3 (0.5)
19.0 (0.5)
21.2 (0.7)
19.7 (1.8)
19.2 (1.4)
21.2 (0.7)
19.8 (1.5)
20.2 (1.9)
21.2 (0.6)
21.0 (0.7)
20.6 (0.2)
19.2 (1.0)

16.4 (0.6)
16.3 (1.3)
15.1 (1.0)
16.2 (1.2)
15.6 (0.7)
16.8 (0.7)
16.0 (0.4)
15.7 (0.6)
15.8 (0.6)
15.6 (0.4)
15.5 (0.8)
15.9 (0.0)
16.8 (1.0)
16.5 (0.6)
15.9 (0.9)
15.6 (0.6)
16.2 (0.4)

5.2 (0.6)
4.5 (2.6)
4.1 (1.5)
4.5 (1.0)
4.4 (1.0)
2.4 (1.2)
3.0 (0.8)
5.5 (1.3)
3.9 (1.8)
3.7 (1.1)
5.7 (0.2)
3.8 (1.5)
3.4 (0.9)
4.6 (0.1)
5.1 (1.5)
5.0 (0.5)
3.0 (1.2)

0.8 (0.3)
0.4 (0.2)
0.7 (0.3)
0.7 (0.3)
0.9 (0.9)
0.8 (0.2)
0.8 (0.5)
0.5 (0.0)
0.6 (0.2)
0.7 (0.3)
0.4 (0.3)
1.0 (0.1)
0.8 (1.2)
0.5 (0.1)
0.8 (0.3)
0.5 (0.0)
1.1 (0.8)

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

19.7 (1.4)
19.1 (0.4)
19.5 (1.5)
19.5 (0.9)
19.1 (1.1)
18.6 (0.4)
21.7 (0.4)
18.7 (0.1)
19.5 (1.0)
19.5 (1.0)
19.5 (1.0)
20.7 (0.8)
20.0 (1.9)
18.6 (0.4)
18.8 (0.1)
20.9 (0.9)

16.3 (0.8)
16.2 (0.3)
16.5 (0.4)
16.1 (1.0)
15.9 (0.4)
16.0 (0.3)
17.7 (1.5)
16.8 (1.1)
16.5 (0.1)
15.5 (0.9)
15.2 (0.0)
16.1 (0.2)
15.9 (0.7)
16.3 (0.3)
16.1 (0.1)
16.3 (0.4)

3.4 (0.6)
2.9 (0.8)
3.0 (1.8)
3.4 (1.8)
3.2 (1.1)
2.6 (0.1)
4.0 (1.1)
1.8 (1.2)
3.0 (1.0)
4.0 (1.9)
4.3 (1.0)
4.7 (0.7)
4.1 (1.2)
2.4 (0.4)
2.8 (0.1)
4.6 (0.9)

1.3 (0.6)
1.6 (0.8)
0.9 (0.5)
0.5 (0.4)
0.8 (0.3)
1.0 (0.5)
0.3 (0.2)
0.4 (0.4)
0.4 (0.1)
0.5 (0.1)
0.4 (0.2)
0.2 (0.2)
0.6 (0.4)
0.5 (0.2)
0.8 (0.4)
0.4 (0.0)
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APPENDIX I
RESEARCH QUESTION 2: PROCEDURAL MANIPULATIONS
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Table 19. Research Question 2: SIM Participants Behavior by Treatment Compared to
Public Driving Behaviors, Mixed Model Information Summary
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.987
0.073
0.082
0.367
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.949
0.290
0.327
1.215
o Residual (SD)
1.481
0.109
0.123
0.456
Fixed Effects in Model: Experimental Group + Year + Day of Week
Number of Observations
16
16
16
11
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
1
* not in stop location

Table 20. Research Question 2: IV Participants Behavior by Treatment Compared to
Public Driving Behaviors, Mixed Model Information Summary
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.987
0.073
0.082
0.367
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.949
0.290
0.327
1.215
o Residual (SD)
1.481
0.109
0.123
0.456
Fixed Effects in Model: Experimental Group + Year + Day of Week
Number of Observations
16
16
16
11
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
1
* not in stop location
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Table 21. Comparing IV Treatments to Public Behaviors, Research Question 2:
Individual Analysis of Procedural Variables
Hypothesis
Position
Attire
Delivery
No
Casua Form
Hyp
Hyp
Rear Front
l
al
Speak Read Video
Average
Approach
Speed

0.01

0.002

0.07*

<0.001

0.07*

0.00

0.009

<0.001

0.12*

LD-20

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

LD-0
Stopping
Distance

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.96

0.94

0.67

0.72

0.67

0.71

0.99

0.94

0.99

* not different than public driving behaviors
Table 22. IV to Public SIM Research Question 2:
Individual Analysis of Procedural Variables
Hypothesis
Position

Attire

Delivery

Hyp

No
Hyp

Average
Approach
Speed

<0.001

<0.001

0.002

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

LD-20

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

LD-0
Stopping
Distance

<0.001

<0.001

0.21*

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.012

0.010

0.028

0.009

0.017

0.012

0.010

0.022

0.022

0.007

Control

Rear

Front

Casual

Formal

Read

Speak

Video

* not different than public driving behaviors
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APPENDIX J
RESEARCH QUESTION 3: MODEL INFORMATION
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Table 23. SIM Driver Comparison of Driver Sex Controlling for
Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.502
0.091
0.069
n/a
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
2.010
0.364
0.276
n/a
o Residual (SD)
0.754
0.137
0.103
n/a
Fixed Effects in Model: Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
16
16
16
n/a
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
n/a
Table 24. IV Driver Comparison of Driver Sex Controlling for
Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.394
0.588
0.442
0.684
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.453
0.221
0.234
2.003
o Residual (SD)
1.329
0.109
0.108
0.759
Fixed Effects in Model: Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
117
89
116
57
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5
5
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Table 25. Mixed Model Information by SIM and Public Driver
Sex Comparisons Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.293
0.064
0.051
0.392
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.145
0.525
0.545
1.465
o Residual (SD)
1.179
0.197
0.204
0.549
Fixed Effects in Model: Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
115
115
115
14
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
1
Table 26. Mixed Model Information by IV and Public Driver Sex Comparisons
Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
2.001
0.356
0.386
0.704
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.381
0.485
0.491
1.272
o Residual (SD)
1.321
0.194
0.194
0.501
Fixed Effects in Model: Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
360
155
116
57
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
5
5
5
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Table 27. Mixed Model Information by SIM Social Desirability and
Sex Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.365
0.096
0.114
n/a
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
5.460
0.383
0.457
n/a
o Residual (SD)
2.047
0.144
0.171
n/a
Fixed Effects in Model: Social Desirability * Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving *
Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
16
16
16
n/a
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
n/a

Table 28. Mixed Model Information by IV Social Desirability and
Sex Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.321
0.588
0.442
0.705
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.232
0.221
0.234
2.042
o Residual (SD)
1.245
0.109
0.108
0.774
Fixed Effects in Model: Social Desirability * Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving *
Supervised Driving Day of Week
Number of Observations
117
89
116
57
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5
5
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Table 29. Mixed Model Information by SIM Trait Anxiety and
Sex Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.702
0.109
0.114
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
2.806
0.437
0.454
o Residual (SD)
1.052
0.164
0.170
Fixed Effects in Model: Trait Anxiety * Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving *
Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
16
16
16
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

Table 30. Mixed Model Information by IV Trait Anxiety and
Sex Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.342
0.591
0.443
0.859
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.457
0.210
0.236
1.947
o Residual (SD)
1.328
0.105
0.109
0.752
Fixed Effects in Model: Trait Anxiety * Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving *
Supervised Driving Day of Week
Number of Observations
117
89
116
57
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5
5
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Table 31. Mixed Model Information by SIM Social Desirability, Trait Anxiety
and Sex Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.802
0.104
0.030
n/a
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.207
0.417
0.120
n/a
o Residual (SD)
1.202
0.156
0.045
n/a
Fixed Effects in Model: Trait Anxiety * Social Desirability* Sex + Age at Experiment *
Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
16
16
16
n/a
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
n/a

Table 32. Mixed Model Information by IV Social Desirability, Trait Anxiety
and Sex Controlling for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.335
0.591
0.441
0.882
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.245
0.216
0.239
2.027
o Residual (SD)
1.250
0.106
0.110
0.782
Fixed Effects in Model: Trait Anxiety * Social Desirability* Sex + Age at Experiment *
Solo Driving * Day of Week
Number of Observations
117
89
116
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5
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Table 33. Mixed Model Information by SIM DBS, Sex and Controlling
for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
Location

AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.665
0.154
0.144
0.792
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
2.661
0.616
0.578
2.628
o Residual (SD)
0.998
0.231
0.217
0.985
Fixed Effects in Model: CAUT + ANG + DEF + CAUT: ANG + CAUT: DEF + ANG: DEF +
Age at Experiment * Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
16
16
16
11
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
1

Table 34. Mixed Model Information by SIM DBS, Sex and Controlling
for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.664
0.583
0.445
0.590
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.377
0.211
0.235
1.981
o Residual (SD)
1.312
0.104
0.108
0.743
Fixed Effects in Model: CAUT + ANG + DEF + CAUT: ANG + CAUT: DEF + ANG: DEF +
Age at Experiment * Solo Driving * Supervised Driving
Number of Observations
117
89
116
57
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5
5
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Table 35. Mixed Model Information by SIM DBS and Trait, Sex and Controlling
for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
0.179
0.138
0.136
n/a
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
0.715
0.552
0.544
n/a
o Residual (SD)
0.268
0.207
0.204
n/a
Fixed Effects in Model: Trait Anxiety * Cautious + Trait Anxiety * Aggressive + Trait
Anxiety * Defensive + Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving
* Supervised Driving + Day of Week
Number of Observations
16
16
16
n/a
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
1
1
1
n/a

Table 36. Mixed Model Information by SIM DBS and Trait, Sex and Controlling
for Driving Age and Experience
Response Variable
Stop
AAS
LD-20
LD-0
Location
Random Effects: by-driver nested in by-intersection random intercepts
1.606
0.582
0.447
0.748
 Location: Intercept (SD)
 Driver in Location:
o Intercept (SD)
3.472
0.217
0.220
1.953
o Residual (SD)
1.345
0.106
0.103
0.746
Fixed Effects in Model: Trait Anxiety * Cautious + Trait Anxiety * Aggressive + Trait
Anxiety * Defensive + Sex + Age at Experiment * Solo Driving
* Supervised Driving + Day of Week
Number of Observations
117
89
116
57
Number of Groups (ID in Location)
5
4
5
5

